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Abstract

Filtering problems in high dimensional geophysical applications often require spa-
tially continuous models to interpolate spatially and temporally sparse data. Many
applications in numerical weather and ocean state prediction are concerned with track-
ing and assessing the uncertainty in the position of large scale vorticity features, such
as storm fronts, jets streams, and hurricanes. Quantifying the amplitude variance in
these features is complicated by the fact that both height and lateral perturbations in
the feature geometry are represented in the same covariance estimate. However, when
there are sufficient observations to detect feature information like spatial gradients,
the positions of these features can be used to further constrain the filter, as long as
the statistical model (cost function) has provisions for both height perturbations and
lateral displacements.

Several authors since the 1990s have proposed various formalisms for the simul-
taneous modeling of position and amplitude errors, and the typical approaches to
computing the generalized solutions in these applications are variational or direct op-
timization. The ensemble Kalman filter is often employed in large scale nonlinear
filtering problems, but its predication on Gaussian statistics causes its estimators suf-
fer from analysis deflation or collapse, as well as the usual curse of dimensionality in
high dimensional Monte Carlo simulations. Moreover, there is no theoretical guaran-
tee of the performance of the ensemble Kalman filter with nonlinear models. Particle
filters which employ importance sampling to focus attention on the important regions
of the likelihood have shown promise in recent studies on the control of particle size.
Consider an ensemble forecast of a system with prominent feature information. The
correction of displacements in these features, by pushing them into better aggrement
with observations, is an application of importance sampling, and Monte Carlo meth-
ods, including particle filters, and possibly the ensemble Kalman filter as well, are well
suited to applications of feature displacement correction.

In the present work, we show that the ensemble Kalman filter performs well in
problems where large features are displaced both in amplitude and position, as long as
it is used on a statistical model which includes both function height and local position
displacement in the model state. In a toy model, we characterize the performance-
degrading effect that untracked displacements have on filters when large features are
present. We then employ tools from classical physics and fluid dyamics to statistically
model displacements by area-preserving coordinate transformations. These maps pre-
serve the area of contours in the displaced function, and using strain measures from
continuum mechanics, we regularize the statistics on these maps to ensure they model
smooth, feature-preserving displacements. The position correction techniques are in-
corporated into the statistical model, and this modified ensemble Kalman filter is tested
on a system of vortices driven by a stochastically forced barotropic vorticity equation.
We find that when the position correction term is included in the statistical model,
the modified filter provides estimates which exhibit substantial reduction in analysis
error variance, using a much smaller ensemble than what is required when the position
correction term is removed from the model.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

Filters attempt to infer a signal with a presumed form from a set of noisy observations.
When the signal possesses strong localized features–peaks in e.g. the magnitude or gradient
of the signal–then small changes in the position of these features can produce a large variance
in signal amplitude. However, studies in the past two decades have looked at incorporat-
ing perturbations in the position coordinates into the statistical model of these features, and
have seen improvement in the accuracy of the analysis. For data assimilation into forecasting
models, especially for numerical weather prediction, this expanded signal position-amplitude
model has been used to increase forecasting skill. It also has provided a new formalism for
quantifying model error in terms of displacements of feature tracks, which is important in
applications like hurricane forecasting where position uncertainty has serious societal and
economic impact.

As new and refined formalisms for the position-amplitude model have been proposed,
applications are being found for more diverse mathematical tools and approaches, and the
problem has acquired a variety of names in the literature including displacement assimila-
tion, phase error correction, simulation morphing, contour analysis, and field alignment. All
of these studies implicitly employ the standard Bayesian statistical formulation, and most of
them use brute force or variational optimization methodologies for data assimilation, driven
by carefully designed numerical optimization schemes in order to prohibit excess deforma-
tions that may destroy feature information.

The emphasis in most of these studies is on tracking the mean state, and not on providing
measures of the residual error, as it is difficult to obtain position error variance information
from Eulerian observations [29]. However, the correspondence between features in the model
and observations always will be an issue without signal processing efforts to characterize and
identify features. Some more recent studies on Lagrangian measurements and data assimila-
tion problems use or assume passive tracer information to obtain direct estimates of position
error to constrain the underlying Eulerian vorticity features [23, 21]. In many case studies,
authors introduce penalty terms to enforce smoothness constraints in the filter analysis, this
is a reality in practical filtering applications since the covariance structure in Eulerian model
error estimates is not tailored to the long-range correlations induced by coherent structures
in the model. It only makes sense that these regularizations be derived from the physics or
geometry of the application itself. A few authors have addressed this issue by strongly con-
straining the perturbations induced by the filter to satisfy the same invariants as the model
[10, 26], with clear application to data assimilation for conservation laws. Along these lines,
further development of position correction algorithms may need to come from the physics of
the specific application considered.

The present work focuses on applying the position-amplitude model to Monte Carlo fil-
ters, in particular the ensemble Kalman filter, to conservation laws important in atmosphere
and ocean applications. Feature alignment has a variance-reducing effect on sample statis-
tics that simultaneously addreses the tracking problem and sample size growth issues, known
as the curse of dimensionality. The dynamical system under consideration is a stochastic
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1.1 Displacement Assimilation 1 INTRODUCTION

version of the barotropic vorticity equation. It is a common test case for data assimilation
algorithms due to its strongly nonlinear behavior, and the fact that it supports solutions of
coherently advected features, so the model is a good analog for systems with strong spatially
localized signals. Principals from fluid and solid mechanics are used to develop a two-stage
filter, where first position error in forcast members is corrected with minimal additional
numerical work, and preconditions the forecast covariance for use in the standard ensemble
Kalman update equation. Numerical evidence is provided to illustrate the efficacy of the
position-correction algorithm and its impact on prediction. It allows the ensemble size to be
reduced without sacrificing accuracy or forecasting performance when compared to the stan-
dard EnKF. This translates into improved accuracy in the analysis and subsequent forecast
for large-scale applications where computational resources restrict the ensemble size. The
corrected ensemble also exhibits less analysis covariance deflation, which is known to fur-
ther degrade forecasting ability and possibly result in filter degeneracy–in which the analysis
variance collapses while the filter diverges from the truth.

1.1 Displacement Assimilation

Data assimilation encompasses a collection of techniques which identify one or more solutions
to a generalized model which are most in agreement with noisy observed data. A generalized
model is a distribution of solutions to a family of models in which the uncertainty in some
parameters is represented by random variables with given probability distributions. Since
the noisy observations are random variables as well, then the model realization that, in some
sense, best agrees with the observations also is a random variable. In some prediction appli-
cations, only the first moment (mean state) of its distribution is desired, while uncertainty
quantification efforts may be interested in higher moments to provide error estimates.

Though it has been called many names, displacement assimilation is a brand of data
assimilation where model realizations are considered to have errors in both the independent
(space, time, frequency, etc.) and dependent (model state) variables. The possibility of un-
tapped displacement structure in the solutions to generalized models has prompted several
studies into statistical models adapted to position uncertainties. In contrast to the standard
model state perturbation model, displacement assimilation studies typically parameterize
model errors as a combination of model state perturbations and spatial coordinate displace-
ments. The first attempt to formalize the structure of a combined displacement-amplitude
model comes from Hoffman [19], who proposed a generalized model with an amplitude per-
turbation factor and shift parameters. This approach was taken up again by Ravela [29]
and contemporaries a decade later, who went a step further by supposing higher moments
of the model statistics also were functions of extra displacement parameters. In the same
vein were studies by Mariano [25], Brewster [5, 6], and Frazin [16] who composed ad-hoc
methods to structure and regularize the space of displacements to guide brute force searches
for a best fitting solution candidate. Mariano parameterized contours and sought matches
through pattern recognition; Brewster quantized displacements into coarse and fine steps
and sought matches through a process similar to integer programming; and Frazin employed
a multi-level hierarchical spline model similar to a multigrid method. Most of these stud-
ies, with the exception of [29], focused on improving performance in specific applications,
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including numerical weather and ocean state prediction, and astrophysical estimations.

These ad-hoc regularizations were used to ensure the resulting estimate maintained the
structure typical for the application, as any purely statistical estimate is wont to do. Near
the turn of the century, Douglas [10] applied principles of rearrangement theory to define a
truth candidate that not only maximized agreement with observations, but also is a literal
rearragement of the predicted signal that minimizes the effort of displacement, as measured
by an energy functional associated with the model. Percival [26] took this a step further by
identifying the optimal flow from a predicted signal to the observed data with a gradient
descent trajectory constrained to the space of rearrangements of the signal. The signal is
integrated along this flow until further improvement with the data decays below a set thresh-
old, which turns the steepest descent optimization problem into a deterministic integration
problem. These efforts represented more sophisticated attempts to preserve structure in
optimal estimators using physical constraints.

While preserving the structures important to the model physics was a primary concern
for many of these optimization approaches, few were as focussed on performance as the class
of particle filter adaptations. Several authors like Van Leeuwen [31], and Weare [35] along
with Vanden Eijnden [34], have proposed methods do deal with the curse of dimensionality,
in which direct sampling methods like particle filters suffer from very slow (1/2 order) con-
vergence rates. While some require relatively large amounts of observable data, each showed
an ability to deal with large or rare displacements when they occur by using a change of
forecast measure to steer the model distribution closer to the likelihood.

1.2 Methodologies for Analyzing Filters

The goal of using filters for data assimilation is to estimate the most likely true state of signals
measured with noisy observations. There are several approaches and levels of detail for
qualitatively or quantitatively analyzing the performance of filters for design and comparison
studies. What distinguishes them is how they deal with an important shortcoming of sparsely
observed systems: the lack of knowledge of the true signal over most of the domain and at
all times. Some of these methodologies are discussed below:

� Conceptual experiments: Used in Chapters 3 and 5, these are low-dimensional experi-
ments that model only the quintiscential features of the desired signal, and test at key
problem parameters whose variation may reveal differential performance

� Twin experiments: Also employed in Chapters 3 and 5, a high-dimensional stochastic
model is used to generate synthetic truths and observations, which are compared to the
filtered signal. The high computational cost limits the noise-driven parameters which
can be varied. Typical choices are observation or model error statistics and ensemble
sizes. Often the truth realiation is allowed to vary, although this is not wise unless
there are sufficient samples to handle variability in other parameters, which is rarely
the case in large-scale examples.
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� Observation system simulation experiments (OSSEs): This type of twin experiment is a
tool of the satellite observation community to study new observing systems before they
are deployed or modified. A reanalysis or “nature run” (a smoother estimate, where
a time series of data is assimilated simultaneously into a model) of the atmospheric
state is used to produce the synthetic observations, rather than a stochastic model.
The impacts of variations in proposed observing systems are studied, such as noise
statistics, as well as obsevation type, location, and frequency [11, 28].

� Real data comparisons: Data is taken from real measurements and used as it would
be encountered in an operational setting. Often thse studies are done by application
experts, who analyze a few runs with customized filters. In the case of the displacement
assimilation literature, these are the first attempts to address the problem [25, 4, 19].

1.3 Scope and Impact of Work

The present work takes a comprehensive look at position error in predictive applications with
strong localized features. Using a combination of conceptual models, theoretical derivations,
and practical simulations, the author offers a prescriptive analysis and development of the
ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) for position-correction applications. In Chapter 2, the Monte
Carlo connection between particle filter and EnKF solutions to the Bayesian estimation prob-
lem is used to motivate applying particle filter techniques to develop the EnKF into a filter
for displacement assimilation. A key issue is that even when displacements are Gaussian,
the nonlinearity in localized features ensures the model error is non-Gaussian, and ensem-
ble approximations of the model error are biased in mean and covariance. How untracked
feature displacement affects the validity of estimates of analysis uncertainty, an important
question not well addressed in the literature, is undertaken in Chapter 3 using a conceptual
model of a rigid feature. Ensemble analysis bias increases with displacement, and estimates
of analysis uncertainty significantly underpredict the true analysis error variance, especially
in undersampled conditions.

In order to make position corrections of non-rigid features like vortices and fronts, Chapter
4 gives the derivation and development of a novel set of two-dimensional displacement maps
that preserve the area of feature contours. Certain models like the barotropic vorticity
equation preserve the area of contours, and these maps correct the position of features in the
model state while maintaining key properties in the model like intensity, shape, and mass.
In Chapter 5, a two-stage filter is designed around this position correction algorithm and
tested on a barotropic vortex simulation. The advantage of this filter design for the EnKF
is that it takes advantage of a coarse parameterization of the displacement map. Since the
position analysis is much cheaper than the subsequent model state analysis, separate stages
allows the position analysis to be iterated to acquire better estimates of the displacement
map parameters. The EnKF thusly modified with a position analysis preconditioner is shown
to reduce analysis error and uncertainty while preserving vortex structures even for small
ensembles.
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2 ESTIMATION THEORY

2 Estimation Theory

In this Chapter we provide the necessary background on the Bayesian and penalty functional
representations of the estimation problem (which we have referred to as statistical models),
as well as linear estimators like the Kalman filter variants, and nonlinear estimators in the
Monte Carlo family. A general reference for many aspects of estimation theory is the classi-
cal text by Jazwinski [22], and for recent and practical adaptations of the popular ensemble
Kalman filter methods, see the monograph by Evensen [14]. The discussion will begin with a
general overview of Bayesian and associated penalty functional models when the model and
observation noise is Gaussian. This leads to the derivation of the Kalman filter as the solu-
tion to the variational problem, and its optimality among other linear minimizers is provided
by the Gauss-Markov theorem. The application of these formalisms to sequential estima-
tion problems for time dependent signals will follow. More general strategies for nonlinear
non-Gaussian problems also will be described, in particular the class of particle filters. We
will refer to and include some of the formalism for the application of importance sampling
in particle filters which as been used to combat the ubiquitous “curse of dimensionality.” In
the subsequent chapters, we will apply these techniques to improve the performance of the
ensemble Kalman filter in large scale applications with strong features, so we conclude the
present discussion with an introduction to this filter, which is a particle-based generalization
of the linear Kalman filter which is well suited to efficient implementation.

2.1 Bayesian Formulation

Estimation theory is concerned with determining the optimal model state in a given event
space, y ∈ Ω = RN , given a set of noisy data d = h(yt) + ε ∈ Ωd = RNd , where h(·) is
a mathematical representation of the observing system with which the data is measured,
yt ∈ Ω is the true state of the system, and ε is the measurement error. Hence, we are looking
for some estimate of central tendency for y in the conditional probability distribution p(y|d),
which is referred to as the posterior. Often we are working in a context where the model
has a known or assumed distribution p(y), which is called the prior or forecast distribution,
while the distribution of possible observations of a given model state, p(d|y), is known as
the likelihood. In the following discussion, probability distributions always will be denoted
in lowercase, as above, so as not to confuse them with covariance matrices e.g. P or R used
to represent the uncertainty of variables in model or observation space.

The terms prior, likelihood, and posterior make the most sense in the Bayesian for-
mulation of the estimation problem. Bayes rule expresses the posterior in terms of the
prior and likelihood distributions, using the definition of conditional probability p(A|B) =
p(A,B)/p(B). Then we can write,

p(y|d) =
p(y, d)

p(d)
=
p(d|y)p(y)

p(d)
∝ p(d|y)p(y) (1)

where the factor p(d)−1 becomes a proportionality constant. Often estimators of the most
likely state y|d do not depend on the proportionality constant, which can be difficult to
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compute. Note that the Bayesian formulation does not depend on the particular form of
the prior or likelihood distributions, especially regarding assumptions of Gaussianity, and
for this reason is a more general formulation of the estimation problem than the penalty
functional representations we will derive presently.

2.2 Linearity and Gaussianity

The simplest context is when the forecast and likelihood distributions are Gaussian. If
y ∼ N(yf , P f ), then we can write

p(y) ∝ exp

[
−1

2
(y − yf )T

(
P f
)−1

(y − yf )
]

(2)

Similarly, if d− h(yt) ∼ N(0, R), then the likelihood takes the form

p(d|y) ∝ exp

[
−1

2
[d− h(y)]TR−1[d− h(y)]

]
(3)

Then conditional probability allows us to express the posterior as p(y|d) ∝ exp [−J [y; d]],
where

J [y; d] =
1

2
(y − yf )T

(
P f
)−1

(y − yf ) +
1

2
[d− h(y)]TR−1[d− h(y)] (4)

which brings us to the interaction between linearity and Gaussianity. Gaussian priors statis-
tics are appealing since they are preserved by linear models. Suppose we are given an initial
condition y0 ∼ N(ȳ0, Q0) and a stochastic difference equation yn = Mn[yn−1] + δyn for
n = 1, 2, 3, ..., where Mn[·] is a linear operator, and each δyn ∼ N(0, Qn). Since linear combi-
nations of (multivariate) Gaussian random variables are Gaussian, and y1 ∼ N(M1[y0], Q1),
then by induction each yn, for n > 1 is also Gaussian, for which we can write yn ∼ N(yfn, P

f
n )

for some mean state yfn ∈ RN and covariance matrix P f
n ∈ RN×N . Conversely, if the model

is not linear, then the prior distribution will not be Gaussian, although in certain mod-
els nonlinearities are sufficiently weak that over assimilation time scales, the non-Gaussian
component can remain small. For a discussion of the loss of Gaussianity in due to model non-
linearities, see the representer method discussion and example by Evensen and van Leeuwen
[33].

However, even if the forecast and observation statistics are Gaussian, p(y|d) is not Gaus-
sian unless J [y; d] can be written as quadratic form in y, with d a parameter. However,
if we approximate the observation operator with its first order Taylor expansion about the
forecast, h(y) ∼ h(yf ) +H(yf ) ·

(
y − yf

)
, where H(yf ) := ∂h

∂y
(yf ), then we can write

J0[y; d] =
1

2

[
d− h(yf )

]T
R−1

[
d− h(yf )

]
+ (y − yf )TH(yf )TR−1

[
d− h(yf )

]
+

1

2
(y − yf )T

[(
P f
)−1

+H(yf )TR−1H(yf )
]

(y − yf ) (5)
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If the observation operator is linear, then the posterior indeed would be Gaussian. Moreover,
without linearity in the observation operator, there is no reason J [y; d] needs be convex. The
maximum likelihood estimator is a common solution to this type of inverse problem, in which
one seeks to minimize J [y; d]. For displacement assimilation, previous authors have used di-
rect numerical optimization and variational techniques in the hope of iteratively converging
to this estimator. Without careful regularization of the functional through penalty terms
or search constraints, these methods can halt early at sub-optimal minima. However, non-
linear non-Gaussian particle-based methods can be steered toward the strongest regions of
the likelihood functional prior to the computation of the estimator, and we can see in Equa-
tion (5) how this might be helpful in nonlinear problems. Steering the forecast yf toward
observations can reduce the first term directly. In the last term, this modification changes
the forecast probability measure, including P f , and linearizes the linearized observation op-
erator about forecasts which better represent the data. This will adjust how perturbations
y − yf are measured in the second term, and hopefully produce estimators less affected by
nonlinearities in observations. The middle term will see a combination of these effects.

2.3 Optimal Interpolation

We can variationally minimize the penalty functional–either Equation (4) or (5)–by setting
δJ0
δy

= 0 and solving for y = ya, an estimate of the model state with the largest posterior

probability often referred to as an analysis. We arrive at well-known Kalman filter estimator,1

ya = yf +K ·
[
d− h(yf )

]
(6)

which is by design a linear combination of the model forecast and observations. The deviation
of the observed model from the observations, d− h(yf ), is known as the innovation, and the
coefficient matrix

K = P fH(yf )T
[
H(yf )P fH(yf )T +R

]−1
(7)

is known as the Kalman gain, where one can see that the inverted matrix is the covariance
of the innovation.2 The estimate of the analysis covariance, P a = Cov(yt − ya), is given by
Joseph’s formula,

P a =
[
I −KH(yf )T

]
P f
[
I −KH(yf )

]T
+KRKT (8)

For the linear Gaussian problem, one can show that the Kalman filter estimator is unbi-
ased and optimal in the sense that its analysis has the least total variance of any other linear
combination of the forecast and observations. This is a restatement of the Gauss-Markov
theorem for the generalized least squares problem in which a seek a minimizer y = ŷ of the
squared-error functional, or

ŷ = argmin
y∈Ω

∥∥yt − y∥∥2

2
(9)

1The usual computation of the Kalman filter estimator is algebraically tedious, but follows naturally from an
application of the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula.

2The structure of the Kalman gain shows how the estimator is dealing with the generalized inverse problem.
The modes of P f , defined on D, provide the smoothness to interpolate or extrapolate where we do not have
observations, while projecting the often singular or ill-conditioned model covariance onto an observation space
equipped with a full-rank basis of modes from R.
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where we note that the objective is just the trace of the analysis covariance, tr(P a). To
wit, if we set to zero the matrix derivative of the trace of Equation (8), the root K will
take the form of the Kalman gain matrix. In this context, this is sometimes called the
optimal Kalman gain, as practicality often requires practitioners to simplify some element
of gain matrix. For example, a static prior covariance may be used in lieu of one based on
the model statistics, or the Kalman gain matrix may be fixed for several time steps on the
assumption that the prior covariance does not change significantly over some time interval.
In these contexts, it is proper to declare one is employing a sub-optimal gain matrix and/or
estimator. In the case of the optimal Kalman gain, Joseph’s formula can be simplified to
the optimal Kalman update for the analysis covariance estimate,

P a =
[
I −KH(yf )T

]
P f (10)

In the Chapter 1 example, we made use of the Kalman filter estimator, and will continue to
do so throughout the body of work, in order to build more sophisticated statistical models
which can easily be incorporated into existing codes that already use these familiar tools. As
a note of practical significance, the computation and propagation of covariance estimates,
and the objects that depend on them, are all O(N2) and O(N3) operations. In large scale
applications, this level of complexity is prohibited by the limitation of computational re-
sources, which motivated the development of ensemble variations of the Kalman filter. We
develop the standard Kalman filter at the end of the chapter and discuss what is presently
known about the performance of it and its variants, and further alleviating its computa-
tional shortcomings in large scale models with features will become the focus our efforts in
the sequels.

2.4 Sequential Estimation

The Bayesian formulation naturally extends to time dependent problems, where we want to
estimate the optimal model state given a sequence of previous observations. Good introduc-
tory references can be found in [15] and [22]. Suppose we are given a time sequence of obser-
vations, d1, d2, ..., dN , and for notational simplicity, we denote the set of observations from
analysis times from t1 to tn by d1:n. Also suppose we have an ability to generate a proposal
or forecast distribution, that is, given an analysis distribution at time tn−1, p(yn−1|d1:n−1),
we can predict the distribution of the model state at time tn,

p(yn|d1:n−1) =

∫
yn−1∈Ω

p(yn, yn−1|d1:n−1)dyn−1 (11)

=

∫
yn−1∈Ω

p(yn|yn−1, d1:n−1)p(yn−1|d1:n−1)dyn−1 (12)

where the distribution of the conditional variable yn|yn−1 is called the transition probability
kernel. In a finite dimensional state space, we can think of this as the matrix operation
pn = Pn,n−1 · pn−1, and for the linear Gaussian case introduced earlier in this Chapter,
yn =Mn[yn−1] + βn, then the proposal distribution is just the Gaussian with the form

p(yn) = N(M[yn],MnCov(yn)MT
n + Cov(βn)) (13)
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When M [·] is nonlinear or β non-Gaussian, the computation of a forecast is more difficult.
In small scale problems, it may be able to compute it directly from the forward Kolmogorov
equation. In larger scales, usually some simplification of moment evolution equations are used
to predict the mean and covariance of the model state at tn. In Monte Carlo techniques,
the analysis is represented by a finite sample, which can be advanced to the next analysis
time simply by integrating some form of the model equations M [·] for each sample member.
This makes Monte Carlo techniques very easy to parallelize and run in high-performance
computing environments. For very large scale systems, a ensemble-based estimators of the
Kalman filter can be the only realistic option, although some recent studies in importance
sampling for particle filters may be widening the problem set for this type of method.

Then we can define the inductive sequence of filtering problems to estimate the sequence
of model states y1, ..., yN given a (possibly constant) distribution for the initial condition y0

at time t0, and the sequence of observations d1, ..., dN which determine the analysis times
t1, ..., tN . If the distribution of the initial condition is p(y0), then the proposal distribution
for t1 is given by p(y1), and the Bayesian update equation is

p(y1|d1) =
p(d1|y1)p(y1)

p(d1)
=

p(d1|y1)p(y1)∫
y1∈Ω

p(d1|y1)p(y1)dy1

(14)

where p(d1|y1) is the likelihood distribution for the observations d1 of the model state y1.
Then p(y1|d1) is the new analysis at t1, having assimilated the data d1. Iteratively, for
each analysis distribution at tn−1 given by p(yn−1|d1:n−1), we generate the next proposal
distribution p(yn|d1:n−1) at time tn. Then the next Bayesian analysis can be expressed as

p(yn|d1:n) =
p(yn, dn|d1:n−1)

p(dn|d1:n−1)
(15)

=
p(dn|yn, d1:n−1)p(yn|d1:n−1)∫

yn∈Ω
p(dn|yn, d1:n−1)p(yn|d1:n−1)dyn

(16)

=
p(dn|yn)p(yn|d1:n−1)∫

yn∈Ω
p(dn|yn)p(yn|d1:n−1)dyn

(17)

where p(dn|yn) is the likelihood of observing dn from the model state yn. The distribution
p(y1|d1:n) is the new analysis at time tn, having assimilated all the observations d1:n up to
that point. The process is iterated for steps 1 ≤ n ≤ N . The choice of filter is up to
the user; as we have seen, the Bayesian formulation is quite accomodating. Provided the
proposal algorithm can advance the first two moments of the forecast distribution, then
the linear Gaussian (Kalman) filter previously discussed can be used to carry out each
assimilation step. However, for systems with strong nonlinearities, the less rigid Monte
Carlo parameterizations of the forecast and analysis distributions can be employed, which
we briefly discuss in the next section.

2.5 Monte Carlo Estimators

Monte Carlo methods attempt to represent the posterior distribution p(y|d) with a clould
of particles, so filters developed with this kind of discretization in mind are called particle
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filters. As direct sampling methods, they are at the mercy of the 1/2-order scaling law for
the decay of the sample mean standard error, also known as the “curse of dimensionality.”
Higher moment information is even more difficult to obtain, especially in large scale applica-
tions, so methods of importance sampling have been developed which are aimed at variance
reduction. This improvement can come either by increasing the order of convergence, or
reducing the constant of proportionality, so we will return to these metrics in later chapters
to assess the performance of our filters in reducing estimator variance. In Chapter 1 we
briefly discussed the efforts of a few researchers in the application of importance sampling to
particle filters. We will follow the basic formulation of the particle filter, with a short intro-
duction to the kinds of forecast-steering methods proposed by researchers like van Leeuwen
[31, 32]. We describe how the change of forecast measure focuses particles on regions of high
importance for the actual data–regions of high probability in the likelihood distribution.

The particle discretization of the proposal distribution can be modeled as a sum of delta
functions centered at each of the members of the particle cloud, which is just a finite sample
from the proposal distribution. As we discussed earlier, it is computed by integrating the
previous analysis distribution p(yn−1|d1:n−1), also represented by a particle cloud, using some
version of the model equations to advance each of the sample members yn−1,j at the previous
analysis time tn−1 forward to time tn when the set of observations dn becomes available.
Then for a cloud of Np samples, we have

p(yn|d1:n−1) :=
1

Np

Np∑
j=1

δ(yn − yn,j) (18)

where N−1
p is just a normalization constant such that

∫
yn∈Ω

p(yn)dyn = 1. In other words, the
particles currently have uniform weight, equal to this normalization constant. The particle
filter estimator of any measureable function of the model state g(yn) is just its expectation
with respect to the posterior distribution p(yn|d1:n),

E [g(yn)] =

∫
yn∈Ω

g(yn)p(yn|d1:n)dyn (19)

The strategy is to represent the new analysis or posterior distribution p(yn|d1:n) as a weighted
average of the same particles we obtained from the forecast in Equation (18),

p(yn|d1:n) :=

Np∑
j=1

wn,jδ(yn − yn,j) =
p(dn|yn)p(yn|d1:n−1)∫

yn∈Ω
p(dn|yn)p(yn|d1:n−1)dyn

(20)

where we have recalled the Bayesian formulation of the analysis. Now we are interested in
determing how information from the likelihood will change our assessment of which particles
best represent the observed data dn. This is determined by the weights wn,j, which we
compute by evaluating the particle filter estimator using both representations of the posterior
in Equation (20),

E [g(yn)] =

Np∑
j=1

wn,j · g(yn,j) =

Np∑
j=1

p(dn|yn,j)∑Np
i=1 p(dn|yn,i)

· g(yn,j) (21)
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Hence, the obvious choice of weights is based on the relative importance of the sample mem-
ber yn,j when measured by the likelihood, or its probabilistic distance from the observations.

At the end of each step, rather than maintaining the value of the weights from the
previous analysis, usually the distribution is resampled. Particles are copied or deleted
so that their multiplicity in the sample is approximately equal tothe value of their relative
weight wn,j/

∑Np
j=1wn,j in the ensemble. Since the simulation of the next proposal will involve

independently perturbing each particle–either in the initial or boundary conditions, model
trajectory, or both–then the filter will not necessarily collapse to a multiple copies of a single
particle. However, this can and does happen, especially in systems which undergo rare
events, or model state transitions where the likelihood distribution shares very little mass
with the proposal. With the advent of importance sampling, rigorous and ad-hoc methods
for introducing alternative proposals have alleviated the issue of filter degeneracy in several
problems of practical significance and scale [35, 34, 31, 32]. For example, in [31], a steered
proposal distribution q(yn|yn, dn) was proposed based on the model equation modified with
the knowledge of the next observation, dn,

yn =M[yn−1] + β̂n +Kn · [dn − h(yn−1)] (22)

which nudges with each time step the expanding particle cloud in a direction in observation
space pointing from the current model state to a future observation. The increment is scaled
and mapped back into a model state perturbation according to the transformation matrix
Kn. As long as the weights in the particle filter estimator are appropriately adjusted, we
will be computing approximately the same expectations as before. The difference is an
increase in the number of particles near the data by time tn, with which we improve our
discretization of the important parts of the likelihood. Not only does properly calibrated
importance sampling prevent filter degeneracy, it also reduces the variance of our particle
distribution with respect to the truth, provided it lies near the observations. Furthermore,
a robust particle distribution with reduced variance can translate into a smaller cloud size
necessary to represent the posterior to within an acceptable level of accuracy.

2.6 Ensemble Kalman Filters

Ensemble methods for the Kalman filter use Monte Carlo methods to estimate the forecast
statistics. Like the particle filters, the ensemble representation of the analysis is advanced
by the model equations to propagate the distribution to the next assimilation time. Then,
the sample covariance of the ensemble is substituted for the forecast covariane, which results
is an ensemble representation of the analysis which has been correlated through the use of
the same forecast covariance measure. Because of its use of sample statistics, it is tempting
to view each ensemble member as an independent sample from the analysis distribution.
Unfortunately this is not true, firstly because each the ensemble members are correlated,
and secondly because the ensemble statistics only converge to the optimal Kalman filter
statistics for a linear Gaussian problem and in the limit of very large ensembles, Nens →∞
[24, 7]. Hence, the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) is a Monte Carlo estimate of the optimal
Kalman filter parameters for a linear Gaussian problem, and it is an open problem whether
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this is valid for nonlinear models. Nonetheless, we will consider methods for variance and
ensemble size reduction similar to those which have worked for particle filters. Throughout
this Section and the remaining work, we will adopt a matrix-based notation for an ensem-
ble. After a short discussion of notation, the framework for the EnKF will be introduced,
concluding with a short comment about efficient implementation.

Like the particle cloud, ensembles are atomized representations of the analysis distri-
bution, which make the computation of subsequent proposals or forecasts as simple as in-
tegrating the model equations for each ensemble member. At time t0, we must be able
to draw independent samples directly from the distribution of initial conditions, so that
yaj (t0) ∼ p(y0) for each 1 ≤ j ≤ Nens. For notational convenience, we express ensembles as
matrices of concatenated ensemble members, so that each analysis ensemble for 0 ≤ k ≤ N
and forecast ensemble for 1 ≤ k ≤ N can be written as the matrices

Eak =
[
ya1(tk)|...|yaNens(tk)

]
Efk =

[
yf1 (tk)|...|yfNens(tk)

]
(23)

Then each forecast ensemble Efk at time tk is just the column-wise integration of the model
equations, using the previous analysis ensemble Eak−1 at time tk−1 as initial conditions. We
will also represent the sample mean of an ensemble as a matrix of copies of the sample mean,
so given ŷk = N−1

ens

∑Nens
j=1 yj(tk), then

Êfk =
[
ŷfk |...|ŷ

f
k

]
(24)

which allows us to express the shared ensemble forecast covariance as

P f
k =

1

Nens − 1

(
Efk − Ê

f
k

)(
Efk − Ê

f
k

)T
(25)

In order that the analysis statistics are properly represented in the ensemble, the likelihood
is represented by copies of the measure data independently perturbed by a realization from
the observation noise distribution. Let the ensemble of synthetic observation realizations be
denoted by Dk = [dk + εk,1|...|dk + εk,Nens ], where each εk,j ∼ N(0, R) independently. What
remains is to relate the ensemble analysis to the forecast through the standard Kalman filter
estimator. The linear Kalman update for the analysis ensemble is given by

Eak = Efk +Kk ·
[
Dk − h

(
Efk
)]

(26)

where the observation operator h(·) is applied column-wise to each of the forecast ensemble
members. The shared Kalman gain matrix can be expressed with the same language,

Kk = P f
kH

T
k

(
HkP

f
kH

T
k +R

)−1

(27)

and Hk = ∇yh(E)| (E = Efk ) denotes the column-wise gradient of the ensemble observation
operator evaluated at each forecast ensemble memeber.
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The EnKF is attractive for its straight forward implementation and parallelization, which
are further facilitated by the fact that the ensemble forecast covariance need not be explicitly
calculated. Note that it is much more efficient to rewrite Equation (27) in terms of the
observed forecast ensemble h(Efk ) ∈ Ωd, provided the observations are sparse so thatNd � N .
Then

Kk =
Efk h(Efk )T

Nens − 1

[
h(Efk )h(Efk )T

Nens − 1
+R

]−1

(28)

One still can use the linearized observation matrix, h(Efk ) ≡ HkEfk , and achieve the same
gain in efficiency. With this representation of the EnKF analysis in Equation (26), it can be
written in as a weighted combination of the ensemble members, similar to the particle filter
estimator,

Eak = Efk ·Wk

[
Dk;h

(
Efk
)
, R
]

(29)

Now, the weights Wk, rather than being dependent on the likelihood functional, are de-
pendent on the Gaussian parameters of the likelihood distribution. Like the particle filter,
the mechanism for adjusting the weighting matrix is to steer or map the members of the
forecast ensemble, Efk , so that as many as possible of the observed members h(Efk better fit
the observations. However, reckless forecast modifications can damage the analysis in the
unobserved parts of the domain, so regularization methods should be employed to ensure
any important aspects of model structure are preserved.
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3 Analysis of Rigid Displacements

Coherent features are subsets of the state of a system whose defining characteristics persist
over time, thereby distinguishing themselves from background noise. In models of spatially
continuous functions, such as for simulating atmosphere or ocean dynamics, features are
recognizable by geometric properties such as total mass, peak height, maximum gradient, or
spatial extent. However, many of these characteristics indicate spatial nonlinearities, which
can magnify the expression of position variance in the model error. Moreover, even if the
position variance is Gaussian, the model error in nonlinear features will not be, and Gaussian
approximations of the model error will be biased in the mean and covariance compared to
a linearized version of the feature. To illustrate this in a controlled setting, and analyze its
effect on Kalman-type filters that are based on Gaussian model statistics, displacements in
a rigid and regularly shaped figure are investigated.

3.1 Modeling Nonlinear Features

Considering position and amplitude perturbations separately, their combined influence on
the uncertainty in the model error depends on the local geometry of the model state. Suppose
y = g(x) is a realization from a model defined on the line, x ∈ R, and introduce random
position b and amplitude c perturbations in the function. Figure 1 illustrates the expression
of these noise sources in the model perturbation, δy, at the given x. If the perturbations are
independent and Gaussian with variances σ2

b and σ2
c , then the model noise variance at this

x is
Var(δy) = Var(c+ g(x− b)) = Var(c) + [∂xg(x)]2 Var(x− b) = σ2

c +m2σ2
b (30)

The strength of the feature, as measured by the local gradient ∂xg(x) = m, scales the com-
ponent of the model error which is due to position perturbations. Observe that at a single
point x, as far as the model error composition is concerned, there is no difference between
a general feature like the g of Figure 1 and its linearization ∂xg at x. The full effect of
nonlinear features requires the model be observed on at least two points.

On a set of observed locations x ∈ {±1}, three different feature models are considered:

g1(x) = mx g2(x) = m|x| g3(x) = mx2 (31)

These models follow a progression in complexity, from a linear feature, g1, to a piecewise lin-
ear feature, g2, which is locally linear but globally convex, to a nonlinear quadratic feature,
g3. Each model is subjected to the same position perturbations b and amplitude pertur-
bations c with Gaussian prior distributions. The corresponding progression in model error
covariances is instructive for defining what features are, and what are their influences on
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Figure 1: Composition of model error in a general feature. A general feature (left) y = g(x) is observed
at a point x, where the local gradient is m. The feature is subject to position and amplitude perturbations
(right) b and c, respectively, each drawn independently from a Gaussian distribution. Hence, the model error δy
is composed of both amplitude errors, as well as position errors which have been mapped, or aliased, into the
model state variables due to the non-zero model gradient m.

model error:

Cov(c+ g1(x− b)) =
(
σ2
c +m2σ2

b

) [1 1
1 1

]
(32)

Cov(c+ g2(x− b)) = σ2
c

[
1 1
1 1

]
+m2σ2

b

[
1 −1
−1 1

]
(33)

Cov(c+ g3(x− b)) =
(
σ2
c + 2m2σ4

b

) [1 1
1 1

]
+ 4m2σ2

b

[
1 −1
−1 1

]
(34)

The linear and piecewise linear features show little difference compared with the single-point
model. The model error covariance scales with the amplitude and position variances simi-
larly, and the form differs only in whether the errors measured at the two points are correlated
or anticorrelated. However, when the feature is nonlinear, the correlated perturbations scale
with the square of the position variance.

There are several observations in this example regarding the effect of model nonlinearities
that come with localized features, like this quadratic feature. The model error has increased
sensitivity to displacement, and stronger sensitivity to displacement than to amplitude per-
turbations. This effect is further amplified by the strength of the model gradient at the
observed locations. The position variance shows up in both correlated and anticorrelated
errors, so the model error covariance changes structure, and does not just increase in size
with respect to a matrix norm. The effect of position errors can be confused with amplitude
errors since both can affect the correlated error modes in the feature; the position variance
is aliased as amplitude variance in the model uncertainty that a forecast is supposed to pre-
dict. Furthermore, the expression of position error in the model statistics is not Gaussian,
as part of the computation involves the statistics of b2, which is not normally distributed.
However, if position variance was somehow constrained so that σ2

b � 1, then the amplitude
errors would be more clearly expressed. Also, the model error would become more Gaussian,
improving the performance of linear filters like the Kalman methods. That the Gaussianity
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and magnitude of the forecast distribution is sensitive to displacement is a good motivation
for developing filters that incorporate position error as some part of the model state, either
in an augmentation or a separate filtering problem.

3.2 Analysis of a Quadratic Feature

The analysis hereafter focuses on the quadratic feature model, and its parameterization and
observation are revisited here in the design of a filtering experiment. In order to efficiently
probe the effect of displacements on a forecast and analysis, an important question is what
is the fewest number of points in the observing system that will yield informative results.
Consider a simple parabolic feature

y = g(x) = c+m(x− b)2 (35)

which models the structure of a positive center of vorticity near the vertex. Let the un-
derlying position and amplitude perturbations have independent Gaussian distributions, or
b ∼ N(0, σ2

b ) and c ∼ N(0, σ2
c ), respectively. That the horizontal and vertical perturbations

of the feature are uncorrelated, E [bc] = 0, is not generally true, but it will help to clarify
the quantitative nonlinear impact of the feature on amplitude uncertainty. Now Equation
(35) is a generalized model for a feature, and represents the forecast distribution. Assume
the forecast perfectly represents the model uncertainty, so that the true state of the feature,
yt, is a realization of the forecast distribution. The forecast mean, yf = Ec,b[g], will serve
as an initial prediction of the feature. The observation system consists of direct measure-
ments of the height of the feature, in which case the fewest observations needed to track this
feature turns out to be two, as illustrated in Figure 2. In order to break any symmetries
that would allow unobservable perturbations b or c, these observations ideally have a spatial
frequency on the order of the horizontal scale of the feature. Let the measurement locations
be x1 = −1 and x2 = 1, on either side of the unperturbed feature vertex, which helps ensure
the estimation of perturbations b and c is a better conditioned inverse problem than if both
observations were to one side.

Statistical models for data assimilation penalize the distance of candidate analyses from
the observed data, and may include additional terms to further weight the possible analyses
with respect to prior information about the probability of certain states. Assume noisy
measurements of the true state of the system given at the observed locations, d = yt(x) + εd,
where the measurement errors εd ∼ N(0, R) and R = τ 2I2. From the assumption of perfect
model statistics, the truth follows the forecast distribution given in Equation (35). Then the

first two moments of the model error at the observed locations are yf = m (1 + σ2
b )
[
1 1

]T
,

and

P f
y = E

[
(y − ȳ)(y − ȳ)T

]
=
(
σ2
c + 2σ4

bm
2
) [1 1

1 1

]
+ 4σ2

bm
2

[
1 −1
−1 1

]
(36)

Variations in the vortex minimum, c, cause correlated perturbations, and variations in the
vortex position, b, cause anticorrelated perturbations due to the opposite slopes. Note the
an additional source of correlated noise scaled by the magnitude of the position uncertainty
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Figure 2: Minimal observing system for a parabolic feature. (left) To constrain rigid translations of a convex
feature, at least two points x1 and x2 are needed, one on either side of the vertex. Then a translation which is
invariant to direct observation at x2 will be detected by a change in the observation at x1 from y1a to y1b. (right)
Schematic of the parabolic feature, observed at x1,2 = ±1, on either side of the unperturbed vertex.

and the slope of the feature; the sharper the feature, more difficult it is to forecast the height
of the feature on the slopes using just the model state variables y.

With the statistics of the observing system and assumed model uncertainty given, a sta-
tistical model can be proposed, to which the optimal state estimation techniques of Chapter
2 can be applied. Following the Bayesian formulation of the estimation problem, the distri-
bution of the quadratic feature state y given the direct measurements d on either side of the
vertex, p(y|d) ∝ exp (−Ja[y; d]), where the quadratic penalty functinoal Ja[y; d] is given by

Ja[y; d] = (d− y)T R−1 (d− y) +
(
y − yf

)T
(P f

y )−1
(
y − yf

)
(37)

Then the mean and covariance of the Kalman filter analysis are given by

ya = yf +K ·
(
d− yf

)
(38)

where the Kalman gain matrix K = P f
y

(
P f
y +R

)−1
, and

P a
y = (I −K)P f

y (I −K)T +KRKT (39)

For a linear problem with Gaussian statistics, Kalman filter estimator ya is optimal in the
sense of having the least squared analysis error, tr (Cov(yt − ya)), among all other linear
combinations of the forecast and observations. Nonlinearity in the feature geometry ensures
that the model error is non-Gaussian. The question to be answered is how the position er-
rors can be modeled and constrained to reduce the non-Gaussian position error component
of the forecast, so that the forecast covariance P f

y more completely represents the model
uncertainty.

In order to incorporate position statistics into the model, a position perturbation operator
must be defined. For the one-dimensional parabolic feature, a simple shift operator will
suffice, with the advantagous property of maintaining the parabolic shape parameters of the
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feature. An important generalization is toward position correction operators for deformable
features; the filter will not necessarily preserve the structures in the signal that are important
to the application. Building appropriate controls into the position perturbation operator is
key for preserving feature information. The present needs are satisfied by a rigid shift
transformation Sb[y]. Some model for the local feature geometry must be used to map
spatial shifts into changes in amplitude, and the only source of information at hand is the
forecast prediction yf . Then the shift operator takes the form

Sb[y] = y(x− b) ≈ y − ∂yf

∂x
· b (40)

The position-amplitude model expands Equation (37) to weight both position and amplitude
perturbations. For an introductory prototype modeled after Ravela’s Bayesian model [29],
consider

Jpa(b, y) = (d− Sb[y])T R−1 (d− Sb[y])

+
(
Sb[y]− Sb[yf ]

)T
[P f
y (b)]−1

(
Sb[y]− Sb[yf ]

)
+
(
b− bf

)T
(P f

b )−1
(
b− bf

)
(41)

where in some sense the amplitude perturbations measured in P f
y (b) must depend on the

shift, e.g.

P f
y (b) = E

[(
Sb[y]− Sb[yf ]

) (
Sb[y]− Sb[yf ]

)T]
(42)

This relationship identifies the dependence of amplitude statistics on position perturbations
that was illustrated in Figure 21, which prompts the construction of a two-step solution
procedure. If an optimal set of displacement parameters–here just the scalar b–can found
first, and used to obtain an optimal forecast covariance estimate, then one can proceed with a
displacement-corrected amplitude analysis. Ravela was the first to point this out, diverging
from the simultaneous multiplicative position-amplitude formalism introduced earlier by
Hoffman [19]. For a prototypical sequential strategy for Equation (41), consider the system

J̃p(b) = (d− Sb[y])T R−1 (d− Sb[y]) +
(
b− bf

)T
(P̃ f

b )−1
(
b− bf

)
(43)

J̃a(y) = (d− Sba [y])T R−1 (d− Sba [y]) +
(
Sba [y]− Sba [yf ]

)T
[P̃ f
y (ba)]−1

(
Sba [y]− Sba [yf ]

)
(44)

where ba is a position analysis, or an estimated minimizer of Equation (43). These penalty
functionals can be minimized sequentially by computing the linear estimator given in Equa-
tions (38) and (39). However, the resulting feature analysis ya is now a nonlinear function of
the forecast and observations due to the position correction algorithm, which for our exam-
ple is given by Equation (40). Alternatively, one can employ the Monte Carlo, or ensemble,
versions of these estimators, and for background on these we direct the reader to Chapter 2.

The modified position covariance P̃ f
b can be approximated either by prior assumptions

or projection of the amplitude covariance through physical relationships like Equation (89).
Likewise, the modified amplitude covariance P̃ f

y in Equation (43) can be assumed or com-
puted by removing the amplitude uncertainty already accounted for in the position analysis
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ba. We next prescribe a method to approximate these covariances assuming only knowledge
of the forecast amplitude error covariance. One technique for computing these parameters
is by renormalizing the model error P f

y , in which we project each amplitude perturbation
y− yf onto the space of position perturbations b− bf . First, approximate the component of
the amplitude perturbation due to position errors by averaging out the amplitude errors in
Equation (35), or yb − yf := Ec

[
y − yf

]
. Then our model error covariance from Equation

(36) can be approximated and expressed in terms of the position error covariance,

P f
y = E

[(
Sb[y]− Sb[yf ]

) (
Sb[y]− Sb[yf ]

)T]
= E

[(
y − yf

) (
y − yf

)T]
≈ E

[(
yb − yf

) (
yb − yf

)T]
≈ E

[
∂yf

∂b
(bf )(b− bf )(b− bf )T ∂y

f

∂b
(bf )T

]
=
∂yf

∂b
(bf ) · P̃ f

b ·
∂yf

∂b
(bf )T (45)

Since our generalized feature assumes a zero-mean distribution for the displacement, let

bf = 0. Then, after defining the pseudo-inverse of the projection operator,
(
∂yf

∂b

)†
, we can

write

P̃ f
b =

(
∂yf

∂b
(bf )

)†
· P̃ f

y ·
(
∂yf

∂b
(bf )

)†T
(46)

After an estimate of the position error is determined by minimizing Equation (43), the
remaining amplitude uncertainty can be estimated from the position analysis covariance
P a
b ,3

P̃ f
y = P f

y −
∂yf

∂b
(bf ) · P̃ f

b ·
∂yf

∂b
(bf )T +

∂yf

∂b
(ba) · P̃ a

b ·
∂yf

∂b
(ba)T (47)

This last projection can be numerically unstable in problems which are not as purposefully
structured as our conceptual example. In more general contexts, we direct the reader either
to the ensemble methods discussed in Chapter 2, or the numerical reprojection techniques
described at the end of Chapter 4.

3.3 Displacements and Filter Statistics

In the rest of this section, the parabolic feature displacement problem defined in Equation
(35) and Figure 2 is analyzed to demonstrate the effects of displacement on the performance
of the standard amplitude error minimizer and the position-amplitude modification. This
low-dimensional conceptual problem is an opportunity to expand the probability space and

3A technical detail is whether P̃ fy is still a valid covariance matrix, specifically symmetric positive semi-definite

(SPSD), since they are not closed under subtraction. Symmetry is immediate, and P̃ fy is PSD since the projection

operator ∂yf

∂b

(
∂yf

∂b

)†
has sub-unity eigenvalues.
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include the truth parameters like the position and amplitude perturbations. The results form
a comparison of the population and estimator analysis error statistics and their response to
untracked feature displacements, and not their response to extraneous random variables,
such as the noise in the data, and synthetic perturbations used by the estimation method
(e.g. for ensemble methods). An assumption of perfect model statistics is made to justify
drawing the true feature from the model distribution, and so that the analysis error can be
computed from synthetic observations of this truth. Hence, this is known as a twin experi-
ment. However, the latter usually stops at a handful of realizations of the analysis error, and
thus can lead to optimistic evaluations of the results. In contrast, the low computational cost
of this conceptual problem allows a much larger sample of the true and estimator analysis
error distributions. This is necessary in order to show how increasing levels of displacement
in the feature cause the analysis error statistics predicted by the estimator to diverge from
the true analysis error statistics.

A common test used for filtering techniques is to construct a twin experiment, which
uses the perfect model statistics assumption to justify defining the true model state as a
realization of the forecast distribution. We will take advantage of the small scale of our
generalized feature model to explore the entire probability space of true model states in
a Monte Carlo fashion. In particular, the true feature is parameterized by position and
amplitude perturbations bt and ct, vis. Equation (35). The observation of yt requires a
realization of measurement error, identified earlier as εd. To each set of truth states and
observations we can associate an analysis, which may be constant or random depending on
whether the ensemble analysis is used. Hence, the probability space of problem realizations
can be identified with the random vector (bt, ct, εd, ya). We are interested in the distribution
of the analysis error εa = yt− ya with respect to displacement, so consider a partition of the
true displacement domain

bt ∈
[
−3σb = bt0, b

t
1

)
∪ ... ∪

[
btN−1, b

t
N = 3σb

]
(48)

Each bin is sufficiently coarse to contain a statistically significant number of samples to
compute the first two moments of the true and estimated distributions of εa. In all of the
following results, we take the position error variance to be σ2

b = 0.42, and the observation
error variance to be τ 2 = 0.062. The amplitude error variance is σ2

c = 0.042 unless otherwise
stated. Hence, the results are focused on assimilation problems where feature geometry can
be perceived above the local amplitude perturbations, and when it is difficult to measure
them precisely due to observation errors.

As one might expect under the amplitude statistical model in Equation (37), linear
Kalman estimator tends to leave more analysis error when it encounters significant displace-
ments (Figure 3). Position uncertainty in large coherent features results in correlated or
anticorrelated errors at points near the steepest feature gradients, vis. Equation (36). These
locations can be well separated, and the amplitude model has difficulty identifying and simul-
taneously correcting long range correlations. The amplitude uncertainty appears greatest at
steep gradients, which devalues the model information here even though the observed data
cannot see these correlations. With the position-amplitude model in Equation (41), however,
displacements do not appear to inflate the expected analysis error (Figure 4). In fact, the
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Figure 3: Feature displacement, b, can amplify the true analysis error variance. (left) For the standard
Kalman filter analysis, the analysis error variance increases as the magnitude of displacement in the true feature
increases. The increased variance is not as severe when stronger analysis perturbations (σc = 0.08) are introduced
to the truth. (right) However, if the forecast is preconditioned by a position analysis step to align the forecast
with the displaced truth, the sensitivity of the analysis error variance to displacement is effectively removed. Both
results are illustrated on each plot, but the inactive set is given in (gray).

Figure 4: Kalman filter successfully predicts analysis error variance when displacement is corrected. The
linear Kalman filter estimate (“Est”) of the analysis error variance is computed from Joseph’s formula, Equation
(39). This prediction agrees well with the position-corrected version of the true analysis error variance (“Pop”).
(See Figure 3.)
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Figure 5: Position correction substantially reduces the ensemble forecast variance. 1− tr(P fpa)/tr(P fa ) is
the fraction of forecast variance removed through position correction. Even when the truth was severely displaced,
it was possible for the position analysis step to remove over half the forecast variance. This effect was robust to
the size of the forecast ensemble, Nens.

analysis error appears to follow the linear analysis covariance estimate from the amplitude
model. Expanding the statistical model to account for both sources of uncertainty regular-
izes the analysis error landscape of the feature tracking problem to permit linear tools, even
though the feature is non-linear.

The impact of the ensemble Kalman filter on the true analysis error distribution also
distinguishes between the two statistical models, and is strongly influenced by the ensemble
size when moderate displacements are encountered. It is not surprising that position correc-
tion reduces the size of the forecast variance (Figure 5). The position analysis aligns each
forecast member with the same truth, even when the mean forecast displacement is relatively
small, and even for extreme displacements more than half the variance due to position uncer-
tainty is removed. Forecast position correction can be viewed as a change of measure for the
prior information, focussing the feature geometry and bringing the distribution into better
alignment with observations. We will see this results in performance improvements for the
ensemble Kalman filter, which will not be much of a surprise to those familiar with steered
particle filter work [31, 35, 34] discussed in the prequel, since they saw dramatic reductions
in scaling of ensemble size by performing a change of measure to focus more particles near
the observed regions of the generalized model.

A classic difficulty with Monte Carlo methods is in the artificial deflation of the ensemble
estimate of the analysis error variance, which is due to undersampling (Figure 6). In large
scale problems, the cost of each ensemble member is high. The curse of dimensionality is
that the sample covariance has only 1/2-order convergence, so artificial methods are designed
to inflate the covariance by spreading out ensemble members. Considering the mechanism
by which position analysis improved the forecast covariance, pushing members further from
observations is literally a step in the wrong direction. This is especially poignant considering
that the true analysis error variance under the amplitude model already responds poorly to
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Figure 6: Predictions of analysis error variance from the EnKF. The ensemble Kalman filter is known to
underpredict the analysis error variance when there are insufficient ensemble members to represent the posterior.
Both the standard EnKF (left) and position corrected EnKF (right) appear to underpredict the analysis error
variance, independent of the severity of truth displacement. However, compare this with Figure 7, which shows
the true analysis error variance can be substantially higher than expected for the standard filter, especially when
truth displacement is high or the ensemble is small (Nens ≤ 20). Hence, position correction substantially mitigates
the usual underprediction of analysis error variance by the EnKF.

Figure 7: True analysis error variance is sensitive to ensemble size, truth displacement, and position
correction. The position corrected EnKF (right) leaves substantially less analysis error variance than the standard
EnKF (left). With the standard filter, the true analysis error variance, tr(P ab), remaining after assimilation is
sensitive to undersampling and the truth displacement. Position correction reduces the sensitivity to ensemble
size, and practically eliminates the sensitivity to displacement.
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Figure 8: Position correction brings the true and estimated analysis error into closer agreement. Not only
does position correction reduce the true analysis error variance (Figure 7), it changes the covariance structure so
that true (“Pop”) and EnKF-predicted (“Est”) off-diagonal correlations are in better agreement, with much less
sensitivity to truth displacement. (left) The off-diagonal correlation coefficient of the true and predicted analysis
error covariance when the standard EnKF is used, and (right) the same off-diagonal correlation coefficient when
the position-corrected EnKF is used.

displacements (Figure 7). The stronger the displacement encountered, the larger the true
analysis error variance. Increasing the ensemble size slowly reduces the analysis variance,
but this is not a practical step in large-scale problems. When we look at the analysis vari-
ance distribution under the position-amplitude model, we see two kinds of improvement. Not
only does the increase in analysis variance due to displacement disappear, but comparing the
response for moderate displacements (bt ∼ 0.5) we see the kind of improvement in analysis
variance that it would take an order of magnitude increase in ensemble size to accomplish
with the amplitude model alone.

In Figure 8, two pairs of off-diagonal or mixed correlation coefficients are compared: the
true and estimated analysis error correlation when the standard EnKF is used, and the true
and estimated analysis error correlation when the position-corrected EnKF is used. For mod-
erate displacements, the filter can compute the proper correlations with the standard filter,
as well as for relatively large ensembles (Nens > 40). For the position-corrected filter, bt ∼ 0.5
and Nens ∼ 20 are the performance limits. If either practical concerns limit ensemble size or
if features become significantly displaced, the filter will be unable to determine the correct
parity, let alone the magnitude, of the correlation. These limits change once displacement
coordinates are incorporated into the model. For our small scale example, displacement is no
longer an issue, nor is the parity of correlation, and the smallest ensemble tested, Nens = 5,
gains surprising traction on the correct magnitude of correlation.

This conceptual problem, with a simple quadratic feature, has shown that adding dis-
placement coordinates to the model state–increasing the size of the model state–can reduce
ensemble size demands. The position-corrected EnKF produced an estimator with substan-
tially reduced analysis variance (Figure 7), and a covariance structure closer to the remaining
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analysis error covariance (Figures 8, 7, and 6). That the true and estimated analysis error
covariances are so similar, despite the nonlinearities in the filter, means that the position
correction has mapped a significant portion of the ensemble members into the proximity
of the observed truth, just as has been done for particle filters. However, the feature in
this Chapter is rigid, and the displacement map needs only one parameter, so it is not a
hard problem to optimize the location of the vertex of a parabola so it lines up best with
two points on either side of true parabolic feature. More challenging is to design a feature
preserving set of displacement maps for a particular application, and applying them to a
problem with a much larger state space. This is the aim of the next two Chapters.
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4 Position Correction for Features

Some formal definition of a feature is necessary in order to encode its properties in a data
assimilation algorithm. General characteristics help identify the important test cases, such
as a feature must be coherent, in the sense that the signal strength and geometry domi-
nates the background noise structures. As a pathological example, a signal with no spatial
correlation would not be a good candidate for position correction. If a feature length scale
is known, then a necessary observation density can be determined such that each possible
feature perturbation can be observed. More specific definitions of feature information from
the model can provide mathematical constraints or suggest tools which help maintain the
integrity of the feature information throughout the position correction algorithm. For exam-
ple, in the unforced barotropic vorticity equation, the area of contours of vorticity is strictly
preserved, which also means that vorticity extrema are unchanged. Methods for perturbing
these features without disrupting these invariants have been derived [26]. Percival uses opti-
mal control theory to show that any two vorticity functions which are invariant with respect
to contour area can be aligned using a divergence-free flow, although it is not unique and
may require infinite kinetic energy to realize.

Percival also defines a thresholding condition with which to stop the flow once sufficient
position correction has been performed. Note that a cut-off time on a flow defines a map,
and it is possible to explicitly define area-preserving maps that preserve contours in a similar
manner as divergence-free flows. In this Chapter, a space of area-preserving maps is defined
and regularized to smoothly displace features while preserving the information in their con-
tours. The development will return to cross-sections of flows by the end of the Chapter, and
the resulting space of maps will come equipped with damped statistical parameterization
which favors smooth coordinate changes that preserve the structure of features.

4.1 Feature-preserving Maps

As we saw in Chapter 1, the generalized vorticity conservation model produces a distribu-
tion of vorticity functions whose features have perturbed amplitude, which introduces noise
in the Lagrangian path of these features. Without observers which track their Lagrangian
position, these position errors have to be observed by amplitude distance between measure-
ments of the true vorticity function heights and the height of the forecast predictions at the
same locations. In Chapter 1 we also explained how vorticity is difficult to measure directly–
rather it is observed indirectly through the corresponding velocity field components–but for
the purposes of this Chapter, which defines and investigates maps which preserve and align
features, we will assume the entirety of the vorticity function ω(Z) for all Z ∈ D can be
observed.

The generalized inverse problem for position errors is to identify which of the possible
Lagrangian perturbations would produce a realization of the generalized vorticity function
that most closely matches the true state of the system. Consider a quadratic penalty func-
tional that measures the Eulerian distance between the true vorticity function ωt and various
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candidate analyses ω with respect to a specific norm ‖ · ‖,

Ja[ω] =
1

2

∥∥ωt(Z)− ω(Z)
∥∥2

(49)

In order to relate the forecast prediction to candidate analyses through corrections in the
position of features, we define a family of smooth, invertible maps Z = Φ(z; a) whose form,
properties, and indexing parameters a are the subject of the following Sections. Throughout
the following discussion we will consistently refer to the coordinates native to the true and
observed vorticity function by Z, and the coordinates on which the forecast model ωf is
defined by z. Then we can write ω(Z) = ωf (z) = ωf [Φ−1(Z; a)]. Now we can recast
Equation (49) in terms of the map parameters,

Jp[a] =
1

2

∥∥ωt(Z)− ωf ◦ Φ−1(Z; a)
∥∥2

(50)

which allows us to ask which position corrections provide the best agreement (minimum Jp)
with measurements of the true vorticity function.

Recall that Lagrangian displacements in vorticity features are caused by perturbations
in the stream function Ψ due to their diagnostic coupling with perturbations in vorticity
amplitude, δΨ = ∆−1δω. The divergence-free flow of the advection model in Equation (87)
follows stream function contours and preserves the area of any passively advected subset of
the domain, and consequently preserves the total vorticity in the subset as it is advected.
If the maps Φ are to model stream function perturbations, they also must be “divergence-
free”, in the sense that they preserve the total vorticity on any subset as it is mapped from
one position to another. These subsets include any closed contour of the vorticity function,
including the concentric and parallel contours that describe the geometry of features. Hence,
preserving the total vorticity and area on contours is akin to preserving feature geometry like
volume and intensity. The next section introduces a family of coordinate transformations
which can be used to parameterize all area-preserving maps in two dimensions.

4.1.1 Canonical Transformations

An important tool in Lagrangian mechanics is the canonical transformation. This is a change
of canonical coordinates for the position and momentum of particles with Hamiltonian me-
chanics, which preserves the form of Hamilton’s equations, though not necessarily the Hamil-
tonian itself. Liouville’s Theorem shows they have the useful property of preserving volume
integrals–such as the area of function contours discussed earlier. If q and p are vectors of the
old coordinates for the positions and momenta, respectively, and Q and P the respective new
coordinates, then

∫
dpdq =

∫
dPdQ =

∫
Jq,p(Q,P )dpdq. If the transformation is canonical,

then the Jacobian of the transformation

Jq,p(Q,P ) =
∂(Q,P )

∂(q, p)
= 1. (51)

In lieu of a complete introduction to Lagrangian mechanics, a brief discussion of the
generating function approach to changes of canonical variables is given here. The salient
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point of the theory is that each set of coordinates obey Hamilton’s principal, that their
Lagrangian–the inverse Legendre transformation of their Hamiltonian–be stationary. In
other words, that their action along the particle path be optimized. Let the Hamiltonians for
each system be H(q, p, t) and K(Q,P, t), so that their Lagrangians are Lpq = p · q̇−H(q, p, t)
and LPQ = P · Q̇−K(Q,P, t). Then Hamilton’s principal requires that the first variation of
the actions Spq and SPQ be zero,

δSpq = δ

∫
t

Lpqdt = 0 δSPQ = δ

∫
t

LPQdt = 0 (52)

which hold as long as for some function G,

p · q̇ +H(q, p, t) = P · Q̇+K(Q,P, t) +
dG

dt
(53)

In other words, adding to the Lagrangian the total derivative of certain functions will not
change the form of the equations of motion. Choosing different forms for the generating
function G will result in different variable changes, as well as a specific set of transformation
equations that must be satisfied. For example, if G = p · q + G0(Q, p, t), then Equation 53
will be satisfied if

q = −∂G0

∂p
P = −∂G0

∂Q
K = H +

∂G0

∂t
(54)

For the purpose of spatial coordinate transformations, which are not time dependent, it is
not necessary to compute the new Hamiltonian.

To design canonical transformations for the spatial coordinates (x, y) ∈ R2, consider a
one particle system on the line, with position q ∈ R and conjugate momentum p ∈ R. For
clarity, relabel them q = x and p = y, and the transformed coordinates X and Y . Then for
a given G0(X, y), the canonical transformation is given by the system

x = − ∂

∂y
G0(X, y) (55)

Y = − ∂

∂X
G0(X, y) (56)

Several examples of spatial maps generated from these canonical coordinate transformations
are given in Figure 9. To compute the mapped coordinates (X, Y ) = Φ(x, y), one must
first interpolate Equation (55) to obtain the new X value, and then evaluate Equation (56)
to compute Y . For the inverse map, this process merely needs to be reversed. (See Figure 10.)

Before specifying a general form for G0, a few observations should be made about the
structure that Equations (55) and (56) impart on spatial maps. If boundary conditions are
not a concern, then no conditions need be placed on G0. For the present application, the
boundary forcing of Equation (90) is set to zero with no uncertainty, which is a zero-outflow
condition. The position corrections should satisfy the boundary conditions as well, which
means that that the boundaries are identified, so xL = XL, xU = XU , and so on. The
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Figure 9: Demonstrating canonical transformations. Several examples of spatial maps (overlayed mesh)
generated from canonical coordinate transformations, where G0(X, y) = Xy+f(X, y). Each f (underlayed image)
is analogous to a stream function, where (upper-left) f(X, y) = 2 sin2

(
X
x

)
sin2

(
y
2

)
, (upper-right) f(X, y) =

1
2 sin(X) sin(y), (lower-left) f(X, y) = sin(X) + sin(y), and (lower-right) f(X, y) = sin(X) + sin(y)− π

2X−
π
4 y

x

y

X

y

X
Y

x = ∂G0

∂y
(X, y) Y = ∂G0

∂X
(X, y)

Figure 10: Computing canonical transformations. Schematic for evaluation of Equations (55) and (56) to
produce the forward map Z = Φ(z), or the inverse map z = Φ−1(Z).
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Figure 11: Constraints on the generating function. Two traces of an example generating function term
G0(X, y). Continuous, single-valued transformations require 0 < ∂G0

∂yX < +∞ everywhere. The smoothness of
the map lags one degree behind that of G0.

smoothness of G0 determines the smoothness of the map, so if the map is to be continuous
and well-defined–i.e. no gaps or overlapping regions in the image of the map–then the first
derivatives of G0 must be monotonic (Figure 11). Then the derivatives of G0 are strictly
bounded, and on only one side, so that

0 <
∂G0

∂y
< +∞ 0 <

∂G0

∂X
< +∞ (57)

This will turn out to affect the structure of canonical transformations of spatial variables.
The identity map is obtained by choosing G0(X, y) = −Xy+ constant, which is represented
by dotted lines in Figure 11. From the traces of the sample G0 depicted in the figure, we
observe that whether the mixed derivative of G0 is greater or lesser than unity determines the
local behavior of the map. For example, if 0 < ∂G0

∂yX
= ∂G0

∂yX
< 1, then the map is dialating in

the X dimension, and for any 1 < ∂G0

∂yX
< +∞, the map is contracting in X. This also means

that canonical maps distort space asymmetrically, in that having ∂G0

∂yX
= 1− 1

a
for some a > 0

will produce the same percentage dilatation as having ∂G0

∂yX
= 1 + a will produce in contrac-

tion. This asymmetry is not conducive to parameterizations by symmetric distributions like
Gaussian random functions, where each basis function would be scaled by a normal random
variable. Rather, the parameterization of G0 would need to place an exponential distribution
on its derivatives, as well as guarantee monotonicity. In a variational optimization context,
such constraints are not as difficult to deal with, but if this parameterization of displacement
maps is to be of any use in linear estimators such as any of the Kalman filter variants, we
need a representation more accepting of Gaussian coefficients. The canonical formalism will,
however, remain useful for analysis and regularization computations where other approaches
are less convenient.

4.1.2 Symmetric Parameterization of Displacement Maps

Canonical transformations are perturbations of the identity map, and they can be used to
derive a parameterization which utilizes more familiar tools. Let ζ(X, y; a), which will be
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referred to as the map function, be an at least twice continuously differentiable function,
where a are constant parameters to be defined later. Let G0(X, y) = −Xy+ ζ(X, y; a), then
the transformation equations can be written as.

x = X +
∂

∂y
ζ(X, y; a) Y = y +

∂

∂X
ζ(X, y; a). (58)

It can be verified that the map defined by Equations (58) is indeed is area preserving by
computing its gradient F = ∇(x,y)(X, Y ) and showing |F | = |F−1| = 1. In continuum
mechanics, F is known as the deformation gradient, and is just the Jacobian matrix of
the coordinate transformation. It is useful in computing strains induced by the coordinate
system, which will be employed to regularize the estimation of an optimal displacement
map in a later section. In particular, ζ will be modeled as a Gaussian random function,
ζ(X, y, a) =

∑N
j ajBj(X, y), for a suitable function basis {Bj} to be defined in a later sec-

tion, and (a1, ..., aN) is drawn from a multivariate normal distribution with moments also to
be determined in a later section.

If we solve for the displacements X − x and Y − y in Equation (58), we recover a system
which almost defines ζ to be a stream function for a velocity field parallel to the spatial
increments. In the limit of small displacements, canonical transformations are equivalent
to a particular divergence-free flow along stream function contours. The transformation
equations can be rewritten so that the map Φ is an approximate cross-section of the flow.
For a small time parameter 0 < ε ∼ ‖∇ζ‖ � 1, define ζε(X, y) = εΨ(x, y). Then,

δx

δt
=
X − x
ε

= −1

ε

∂ζε
∂y

(X, y)
ε→0−→ − ∂

∂y
Ψ(x, y) (59)

δy

δt
=
Y − y
ε

=
1

ε

∂ζε
∂X

(X, y)
ε→0−→ ∂

∂x
Ψ(x, y) (60)

and in the limit of small displacements, ε→ 0, z → Z, and the system converges to the stream
function definition for a conservative velocity field. This allows us to define area preserving
maps (X, Y ) = Φ(x, y; a) by integrating stream functions over a fixed time interval,

Φ(x, y; a) = (x, y) +

∫ 1

0

(−Ψy [x(t), y(t); a] ,Ψx [x(t), y(t); a]) dt (61)

The parameterization of Ψ is linear in a, i.e. taking Ψ(x, y; a) =
∑N

j ajBj(x, y), then

the inverse map (x, y) = Φ−1(X, Y ; a) is obtained simply by making the substitutions
(x, y, a) → (X, Y,−a). Also note that integrating maps from stream functions produces
none of the asymmetries encountered with the canonical formalism. The identity map here
is Ψ(x, y) = 0. Hence, there are no limits on the mixed derivative Ψxy, and the symmetry
of the forward and inverse maps with respect to a = 0 implies that map functions which are
opposites, i.e. Ψ1 = −Ψ2, produce the same dilation as contraction. To observe the differ-
ence in performance, canonical and stream function maps were generated for the same map
functions (Figure 12). For a unimodal, doubly symmetric map function such that ∂G0

∂yX
> 1

everywhere, the canonical version shows a preference for dilation in the y and contraction in
the x dimensions, as suggested in the previous section. The stream function map shows no
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Figure 12: Comparing displacements from area-preserving maps. The map functions are (left) ζ(X, y) =
1
2 sin

(
X
2

)
sin
(
y
2

)
and (right) Ψ(x, y) = 1

2 sin
(
x
2

)
sin
(
y
2

)
. Although both map functions are rotationally, hori-

zontally, and vertically symmetric, asymmetry in the definition of canonical perturbations causes the canonical
transformation to elongate displacements in y and shorten those in x. No asymmetry is present in the stream
function map.

such asymmetry.

For a given position correction problem, a sequence of maps can be defined through iter-
ative optimization of functionals like Equation (50). In this context, the small displacement
assumption is reasonable, and we can proceed to take advantage of the theoretical simplicity
of the canonical map structure to develop additional tools, and to generate the maps we
enjoy the practical convenience of integrating divergence-free flows. Hereafter we identify
Ψ(x, y; a)↔ ζ(X, y; a), and the particular usage will be clear from context. In fact, these two
approaches are identical in applications which require the map to be linearized, such as when
we project the statistics of amplitude perturbations in vorticity onto the space of displace-
ment map parameters. In the next section we apply both points of view in order to derive
regularization terms that help provide smooth displacements where feature information is
present, based on an application of continuum mechanics.

4.2 Regularized Optimization

In nonconvex optimization problems, the objective surface can contain many relative min-
ima. When the objective functional has a quadratic structure comprised of some non-linear
terms, such as the Kalman filter with a non-linear observation operator, the objective can
be made convex by linearizing the nonlinear terms about some initial guess. The newly
convex linearization can be minimized to obtain a new guess at the global minimum, and
the process can be repeated. While the iterates certainly descend to lower energy contours
with each step, the minimizer often gets stuck in one of the relative minima of the original
nonlinear problem.
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There are many numerical optimization techniques designed to extend a search through
many relative minima until it settles on one as a canditate global minimizer, which we high-
light here due to their relevance in solving generalized inverse problems like the present
application. Simulated annealing is similar to a Markov chain Monte Carlo approach, where
a probabilistic acceptance criterion determines whether the search direction is allowed to
take steps ascending the functional surface to escape potential wells of sub-optimal solu-
tions [3]. The annealing factor is a thermodynamic profile which reduces the acceptable
ammount of ascent as the temperature cools, in hopes that the global minimum energy state
is reached when the process is “frozen.” Similarly, the Markov chain Monte Carlo schemes
define a probabilistic acceptance criterion which ensures each new step along the search path
is a sample from the distribution of the generalized model [2, 8]. Small- to moderate-scale
time dependent solutions can be explored using path integral formulations of model, and
are appropriately called path integral samplers [1, 30]. These methods can be considered
non-destructive methods as they do not directly change the objective functional.

Alternatively, if certain properties are known to be–or not to be–characteristics of an
optimal solution for the application at hand, then it may be appropriate to modify the
functional directly in order to identify the set of solutions that should correspond to low
energy values. The most common technique is Tikhonov regularization, well known in the
image processing community in work on image deblurring [17]. It has a strong relationship
to the optimal interpolation problem, and under certain conditions it can be recast as a
Tikhonov regularization problem, and the optimal regularization parameter can be computed
explicitly. In the following sections, we take such an approach to illustrate how regularization
terms are imposed. This will motivate the development of a suitable penalty term which
promotes displacement maps with smoothly varying parameters by discouraging excessive
strains in the transformed coordinates.

4.2.1 Tikhonov Regularization

Tikhonov regularization is a common procedure that weakly restricts a functional to solutions
with desired properties. We add additional penalty terms to the objective functional that
weight against properties we presume the minimizer should not have. Consider a state space
Ω in which we search for a y = ŷ which minimizes the functional J [y], and we know the
solution should be near a region in state space identified by a particular state y0 ∈ Ω.
Originally this additional penalty term was modeled as a scalar multiple of the Euclidean
distance from y0, so one seeks the more relevant minimum of the agglomerated functional

J2[y] = J [y] + α ‖y − y0‖2
2 (62)

This is reasonable as long as J [y] → +∞ as ‖y‖ → +∞, and α > 0, so that a minimum
still exists, although it is not necessarily unique unless J [y] is convex. The 2-norm is not
the only functional which can imbue the optimal solution ŷ with additional information.
Often a roughening operator B[y], usually a derivative-based quantity, is used to promote
smoothness in the coefficients of ŷ, in which case the regularization term takes the form
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α ‖B[y]‖2
2. Furthermore, if the operator is linear, B[y] = B · y, then the regularization can

be posed as a matrix-weighted norm

α ‖B · y‖2
2 = α(B · y)T (B · y) = αyT

(
BTB

)
y = α‖y‖2

C (63)

where we define ‖y‖2
C = yTCy.

This generalized Tikhonov formulation allows us to reconsider the functional from optimal
interpolation as a regularization problem. Recall the usual problem of determining the state
y which best explains a set of noisy observations d = h(yt) + ε of an unknown true state yt,
where the nonlinear observation operator can be modeled by h(y) and the observation noise
ε ∼ N(0, R). We want to solve the ill-posed problem d = h(y), and resort to minimizing the
likelihood functional,

JL[y] = ‖d− h(y)‖2
R−1 (64)

where the so-called maximum likelihood estimator is the maximizer of exp−JL[y]. Next,
presume we have prior information that yt ∼ N(yf , P f ), where yf is a forecast mean, and
P f its covariance. The maximum-a-posteriori estimator is the maximizer of exp−JP [y], where

JP [y] = JL[y] +
∥∥y − yf∥∥2

(P f )−1 (65)

We are penalizing the distance from the forecast yf in the matrix-weighted norm defined by
the inverse of the forecast covariance, (P f )−1. The covariance matrices in real applications
are often singular by design or to machine precision. The inverse need not exist, let alone
have an explicit normal factorization. As we saw in Chapter 2, the regularization by the
model prior renders the linear least-squares optimization problem from Equation (65) con-
sistent and fully-determined.

Recall the original likelihood functional in Equation (50) written in terms of the displace-
ment map parameters. Suppose the displacement map complexity is kept well below that of
the original problem,

dim(a)� dim(ω) = dim(ζ) = dim(Φ) (66)

Denote the linear map from the displacement parameters to vorticity values as Tωa, and
denote its pseudoinverse Taω, the map projecting a vorticity function into displacement
parameter space. These maps can be used to estimate a prior model covariance of map
parameters from a given prior vorticity covariance, in a manner similar to Equation (46). In
particular, for vorticity perturbations δω and map parameter perturbations δa, we can write

Pω = Cov(δω) = E
[
δωδωT

]
= E

[
Tωaδaδa

TT Tωa
]

= TωaE
[
δaδaT

]
T Tωa = TωaCov(δa)T Tωa = TωaPaT

T
ωa (67)

and
Pa = TaωTωaPaT

T
ωaT

T
aω = TaωPωT

T
aω (68)

Then we can consider regularization terms defined directly in the space of displacement
parameters. In particular, we write

Jp[a] =
1

2

∥∥dω − ωf ◦ Φ−1(Zd, a)
∥∥2

R−1 + S[a;α] (69)
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where we could take S[a] = ‖a− af‖2
C−1
a

, the usual quadratic form for the model prior, with

the forcast af = 0 since ωf = ωf ◦ Φ−1(Z; 0) is the mean of the vorticity prior distribution.
Alternatively, we can choose a regularization term which includes more information than
just the weighted distance from the forecast, such as a preference for smoothly varying maps.

In the set of possible feature displacement maps, we want to avoid coordinate transfor-
mations which excessively deform the geometry of strong features in the model function. In
fact, excessive deformations in general should be avoided. Since the likelihood functional
will penalize only coordinate transformations where there is significant feature information,
then an otherwise unfettered optimization routine will dissect regions where there are no
features in either the observed or modeled functions. Perturbations in lightly-constrained
regions can generate enough of a change in the penalty functional to create local depres-
sions in the objective function that have nothing to do with the displacement of significant
features–precisely the phenomena that Tikhonov regularization is poised to eliminate. In
the next section, we will reconsider coordinate transformations within the context of finite
strain theory and define a strain measure that can be calibrated to target maps which more
smoothly displace features.

4.2.2 Strains in Coordinate Transformations

If we can write down the formula for a coordiante transformation z = Φ−1(Z), as we have
done earlier, then we can write down the local displacement induced by the transformation,
U(Z) = Z − z(Z) = Z − Φ−1(Z). A convenient expository reference for solid mechanics
appropriate for both students and researchers can be found in the electronically published
lecture notes of Kelly Piaras, at the University of Auckland, Australia [27]. This is the
amount the original coordinate system was deformed to arrive at the current coordiantes Z.
We also can write down how differential length elements in the former system dz are deformed
in the new system dZ. The length element can be rotated, stretched, or contracted, so it
makes sense that one length element will be equal to the other plus a displacement vector
dU . Then

dz = dZ + dU = dZ + (∇ZU)dZ = (I +∇ZU)dZ (70)

To remove the dependence on rotation, we can compute the elongation of the length elements
due to the coordinate transformation,

dZTdZ − dzTdz = dZTdZ − dZT (I +∇ZU)T (I +∇ZU)dZ = dZT (2e)dZ (71)

where e is known as the Eulerian-Almansi finite strain tensor, which in terms of the dis-
placement gradient ∇ZU is given by

e =
1

2

[
∇ZU + (∇ZU)T − (∇ZU)T (∇ZU)

]
(72)

The displacement gradient can be expressed directly in terms of the map function, ζ,

∇ZU =
1

1 + ζyX

[
−ζyX + |H[ζ]| −ζyy

ζXX ζyX

]
(73)
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where H[·] denotes the Hessian matrix of the given function. For suffiently smooth displace-
ments, |∇ZU | � 1, and the engineering strain approximation is valid, defined by,

ε :=
1

2

[
∇ZU + (∇ZU)T

]
(74)

and for low amplitude displacements, |ζ| � 1, the nonlinear functions of the map function
in the displacement gradient and strain tensor simplify to

ε[ζ] =

[
εXX [ζ] εXY [ζ]
εY X [ζ] εY Y [ζ]

]
≈
[

−ζyX 1
2

(ζXX − ζyy)
1
2

(ζXX − ζyy) ζyX

]
(75)

Note that some strain measures are designed to model bulk rigid translations which can
be a component of the displacement of an entire objects configuration. As soon as we consider
the differentials in Equation (70, the spatially constant rigid translation disappears. This
and the rotation invariance of the Eulerian-Almansi strain tensor work to our advantage,
since these transformations do not deform feature information; the placement of orientation
of features is precisely what displacement assimilation algorithms try to detect, so we should
avoid penalizing them if at all possible.

To confirm the efficacy of strain regularization for penalizing excessive deformations while
permiting bulk feature position realignment, a numerical optimization experiment was de-
signed and performed with and without a Tikhonov regularization term (Figure 13). A
simple feature modeled after two agglomerating vortices was generated with no background
error, and a truth feature was generated by a combination of a rigid transformation and
amplitude perturbation. The L2-norm penalty functional from Equation (49) was used to
quantify the residual after realignment by a displacement map Φ(z). For the strain regular-
ization treatment, we augmented this objective functional with a weighted Frobenius norm
of the engineering strain tensor in Equation (75) at each model point,

‖ε[ζ]‖2
F,α =

αn
2

(
ε2XX [ζ] + ε2Y Y [ζ]

)
+
αs
2

(
ε2XY [ζ] + α2

Y X [ζ]
)

(76)

= αn ‖ζyX‖2 +
αs
4
‖ζXX − ζyy‖2 (77)

∼ αn ‖Ψyx‖2 +
αs
4
‖Ψxx −Ψyy‖2 (78)

where αn and αs calibrate the size of the normal and shear strain penalties, respectively.
Since there is no prior model distribution limiting the displacement, the optimization algo-
rithm is free to find the true bulk position shift. However, without a calibrated regularization
term, the algorithm also is free to suggest local deformations wherever there is not signifi-
cant feature information. This situation can result from not having any background error
at all, as is the case here, or whenever observation uncertainty or scarsity effectively places
observation uncertainty on the same or greater scale as the background signal noise.

Provided a linear parameterization of the stream function Ψ(z) =
∑N

j ajBj(z) = B(z) ·a,
the strain regularization term can be written as a matrix-weighted norm,

‖ε[Ψ]‖2
F,α = αn (Byx · a)T (Byx · a) +

αs
4

(Bxx · a−Byy · a)T (Bxx · a−Byy · a)

= ‖a‖2
C−1
ε,α

(79)
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Figure 13: Experiments in position error correction and strain regularization. (left panel quartets) a forecast
of a prominent feature with no background noise (upper-left), the true feature with amplitude perturbations
(upper-right), an optimal realignment obtained by a standard constrained numerical optimization code (lower-
left), and the residual between the optimization and the true feature (lower-right); (right panels) the displacement
maps generated for the realignment as a mesh overlaying the corresponding map function ζ.
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where

Cε,α =
[
αnB

T
yx ·Byx +

αs
4

(Bxx −Byy)
T (Bxx −Byy)

]−1

(80)

If this constraint is simply added to the penalty functional in Equation (69), the standard
least-squares minimizer requires the sum C−1

a + C−1
ε,α, forcing us to explicitly calculate the

model prior covariance inverse. Rather, the model covariance is regularized directly,

Ca,α = Ca + Cε,α (81)

so that only the deformation gradient information in Equation (80) need be inverted. This
is no problem provided the complexity condition in Equation (66) is maintained, which
depends on the manner in which the displacement maps are discretized. Such is the topic of
the conclusion of this chapter.

4.2.3 Implementation

No basis has yet been prescribed for representing the displacement function ζ. Since the ba-
sis must be finite, typical intuition from approximation theory on how to efficiently represent
L2 functions, even on uniform interpolation nodes, fails us here. Trigonometric or classical
polynomial bases such as attributed to Fourier, Chebyshev, or Legendre provide spectrally
convergent representations of functions in this space, although they are global decomposi-
tions meaning that the support for each basis polynomial is the entire domain, D. However,
typical decorrelation lengths for the amplitude perturbations that generate position errors
are not global in scale. It is more reasonable to assume noise length scales are no greater than
the dominant features in the model. For this reason, historically local parameterizations of
displacement functions have been proposed. Mariano [25] decomposed individual contours
into angular sections and analyzed displacement along these directions, while Brewster [6]
considered a hierarchical model of discretizations, where first three and then one grid step
corrections would be sought. Ravela [29] proposed a bicubic spline representation. Frazin
[16], like Brewster, combined approximation with regularization by considering a hierarchi-
cal spline model similar to multigrid techniques, where the displacement function estimate
is refined on a sequence of increasingly fine scales.

There is an issue here regarding how hidden regularizations imposed by the displacement
map parameterization affect the model statistics. For any approximation method, the num-
ber of discretization points used determines the maximum roughness in the functions which
can be modeled. For global methods, this is determined by the highest rank polynomial
allowed, while for local methods like splines with fixed rank, the roughness is determined
directly by the dimension of the subdomains. We have seen in Chapter 1 that the variability
of a function can be strongly determined by that of a random displacement map, and the
latter is equivalent to the decorrelation length scale of its perturbations. Clearly, a calibra-
tion must be performed here to ensure that the map coefficients have the proper statistics
for a given amplitude model error, though the details of such calculations do not appear in
the published literature. We partially addressed this issue explicity in Equation (68), and
will take it up again after introducing the particular displacement map parameterization we
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will use.

We will adopt the bicubic spline representation, which has a convenient representation
as a linear combination of B-splines, and whose development is largely due to early works
by de Boor [9]. With the B-spline formulation, one does not need to worry about knot
our boundary conditions, and rectangular approximations of complex boundaries are easy
to facilitate. For any p ∈ C2(D), define a uniform rectangular partition of the domain
with grid line intersections at nodes {(xj, yj)} and spacings ` = ∆x = ∆y, and extend this
partition one layer of nodes into the exterior of the boundary. For example, a 3× 3 array of
sub-rectangles will have 4× 4 = 16 nodes in D, and a ring of 20 nodes immediately outside
the domain boundary, spaced exactly one grid spacing away. Then p is exactly represented
by the linear combination of tensor products of B-splines,

p(x, y) =
∑
j

ajBj(x, y) =
∑
j

ajb(x;xj)b(y; yj) (82)

where the B-spline kernel b(z; zj) is the piecewise-cubic polynomial

b(z; zj) =



1
6
s3 0 ≤ s < 1

1
6

(−3s3 + 12s2 − 12s+ 4) 1 ≤ s < 2
1
6

(3s3 − 24s2 + 60s− 44) 2 ≤ s < 3
1
6

(−s3 + 12s2 − 48s+ 64) 3 ≤ s ≤ 4

0 otherwise

(83)

and s = 2 + (z − zj)/` is the local normalized coordinate parameterizing the support of the
kernel. The extra ring of B-splines around the exterior provides the extra polynomial basis
support on each sub-domain along the boundary to make the computation of polynomial
coefficients there well-determined.

As a parameterization for the map function Ψ, bicubic B-splines like other linear approx-
imation schemes allow us to conveniently represent the map function as a linear operation
on the spline coefficients, Ψ = B · a, as well as any linear operation on Ψ, such as the
displacement map in Equation (61), or the local strains induced by the map in Equation
(75). The position error penalty function in Equation (79) can be represented directly in
terms of the spline basis, and amplitude covariance information is mapped onto position
perturbation coordinates using the diagnostic relationship between the vorticity and stream
functions, Equation (89). This resolves the issue of the degree of regularization imposed
by the displacement function parameterization, since the position coefficient statistics will
be computed directly from the amplitude covariance. For example, if δω ∼ N(0, Ca), and
we want to approximate position uncertainty by a Gaussian distribution, δΨ ∼ N(0, Cω),
then we can estimate Ca = ∆†Cω(∆†)T . Here † denotes the usual pseudoinverse, given that
the complexity condition in Equation (68) is maintained. This calculation is analogous to
Equation (46) from the Chapter 1 displacement assimilation example, and further details on
the estimation of position error statistics from vorticity information–specifically with regards
to boundary conditions–will be provided in the next Chapter.
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For the remainder of this Section, we address a common issue encountered when com-
puting statistical covariances in theoretical, numerical, and observational contexts. Often in
techniques to estimate, propagate, or regularize statistical data, the structure is lost that
distiguishes a typical square matrix as a valid covariance matrix for some random vector. In
these cases, one needs to (re)project the information back into the space of covariance matri-
ces, which mathmatically is defined by being symmetric positive semi-definite (SPSD). The
sense in which a candidate projection is closest to the given matrix also must be determined.
While there are methods of finding the closest SPSD matrix in the 2-norm, they are much
more theoretically and computationally complex than in the Frobenius norm. Methods for
both are discussed and implemented by Higham and many other collaborators over the last
three decades, though we will present only the Frobenius result here. For proof and further
discussion, see [18].

Theorem 1 (Nearest SPSD Matrix in ‖·‖F (Higham)). For a given A ∈ Rn×n , let its symmetric
and skew symmetric components be denoted by B = (A + AT )/2 and C = (A − AT )/2,
respectively. From the polar decomposition B = QH, where Q is unitary and H is SPSD, then
AF := (B+H)/2 is the unique nearest SPSD matrix to A in the Frobenius norm, with separation
distance δF (A)2 =

∑
λi(B)<0 λi(B)2 + ‖C‖2

F , and {λi(B)} is the eigenspectrum of B.

The polar factorization of the symmetric matrix B can be accomplished through a singu-
lar value decomposition. If B = UBΣBV

T
B , where UB and VB are unitary and ΣB is diagonal

and positive semi-definite, then we can also express B as

B =
(
UBV

T
B

) (
VBΣBV

T
B

)
(84)

Observe that the first factor on the right-hand side is indeed unitary, and since the second
factor is a similarity transformation of ΣB, then the result must retain the SPSD property
and can serve as the H term in our reprojection AF .

We make mention of this tool because operations such as Equation (47) which project
covariance information into higher-dimensional spaces must result in singular covariance
matrices. Here it is easy to add a small perturbation that contributes a negative eigenvalue:
take any u in its nullspace and add the rank-1 perturbation −εuuT for some 0 < ε � 1.
Now we have lost positive semi-definiteness, and subsequent covariance operations such as
the Kalman filter covariance update can have unexpected results. The SPSD reprojection
of matrices containing covariance information may be useful for anyone attempting to verify
or adapt the present work for one’s on needs.
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5 Application to Ensemble Vortex Tracking

Systems of coherent vortices can exhibit characteristically positional error in response to a
general forcing term, and respond positively to a statistically-derived position error filtering
algorithm. Vortices are the most compact form of basic spatial feature (gradient) informa-
tion, and the trajectories of vortex systems are highly sensitive to changes in their relative
displacement and amplitude. In this chapter, a stochastic barotropic vorticity equation is
developed to propagate a system of vortices and test the tracking abilities of the EnKF with
and without position correction in the forecast. A zero-outflow boundary condition prevents
vorticity from being advected out of the domain, and the stochastic forcing increases the
vorticity variance over time. Hence, each experimental run tests the filter over a range of
model uncertainties. In contrast to point-vortex systems (a Lagrangian approximation of
coherent vortex dynamics) the spatial support of a vortex cannot be shifted about like a
point without disturbing the distribution of vorticity masses in the path and wake of the
suggested displacement. The regularized set of displacement maps developed in Chapter
4 has the structure necessary to preserve the mass and geometry of these vortex features
during position correction. This tool is used to facilitate displacement assimilation to realign
the forecast ensemble for an EnKF analysis, as part of a two-stage filter similar to the one
designed for the parabolic feature problem in Chapter 3. The performance of the precondi-
tioned filter is validated for the barotropic vorticity problem, and its efficacy is compared to
the standard EnKF without forecast realignment using the same twin experiment conditions.
In particular, the decay of forecast and analysis bias with ensemble size is confirmed and
compared between both filters, and as with the parabolic feature problem, a reduction in
forecast and analysis variance with respect to the standard method is observed. Moreover,
the preconditioned filter is shown to preserve the vortex structure evident in the true vor-
tex system, while the standard method introduces spurious deformations. An argument is
made to relate this improvement to the correction of forecast statistics that is a result of the
preconditioned filter.

5.1 Conservation of Vorticity

Vorticity describes the local tendency of a velocity field of a fluid to rotate about a particular
axis. Hence, it is an important quantity in applications concerned with circulating flows.
This is particularly true in ocean and atmosphere dynamics where potential vorticity is a
conserved. This is useful for weather prediction, making it possible to anticipate how storm
systems will move and develop by examining the current vorticity distribution [20]. Track-
ing vorticity changes to predict ocean transport is useful for fisheries, salt-water ecology,
search-and-rescue efforts, environmental remediation programs, and as an important forcing
condition for weather and climate models. However, vorticity is difficult to measure directly
at large scales. Even when sufficient velocity measurements are available, its computation
is ill-conditioned and challenging to track in data assimilation settings. In this section, we
briefly derive the unforced barotropic vorticity equation for later use as a test case for filter
performance comparisons.

The barotropic conservation of vorticity equation is a simplification of the Navier-Stokes
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equation for momentum conservation in a single-layer fluid. Consider an fluid layer in a
two-dimensional domain D ⊂ R2 and Cartesian coordinate system, with velocity vector
field V = (u, v). The momentum tendency in a layer of constant density is given by the
incompressible Navier-Stokes (NS) equations,

ρ

(
∂V

∂t
+ V∇V

)
= −∇p+ µ∇2V + f (85)

where ρ is the fluid density, p is the pressure, µ is the dynamic viscosity, and f contains any
other body forces, in particular the Coriolis force, but not the gravitational force which acts
in vertical dimension. Rescaling by the density,

∂V

∂t
+ V∇V = −1

ρ
∇p+ ν∇2V +

1

ρ
f (86)

where ν = µ
ρ
. When the fluid can be considered inviscid, ν ≈ 0, and neglecting body

forces, then all that remains of the right-hand side is the pressure gradient term −ρ−1∇p.
When combined with the incompressible continuity equation below, these are known as the
Euler equations. If p is sufficiently smooth, this body force is a conservative vector field,
and consequently irrotational. Then the pressure term can be removed by taking the two-
dimensional curl ∇ × (·) of both sides. Defining the vorticity as ω = ∇ × V , the result is
the conservation of vorticity equation,

∂ω

∂t
+ V · ∇ω = 0 (87)

This also is the form of the advection equation for any tracer field, such as an aerosol with
concentration q, in which ∂q

∂t
+V ·∇q = 0. If the tracer does not determine the velocity field,

it is passive, while the vorticity field ω is an active tracer.

The continuity equation is an advection equation for the density of the fluid. Specifically,

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρV ) = 0 (88)

The mass divergence term ∇ · (ρV ) = ρ(∇ · V ) + V · ∇ρ. When a single layer fluid is
incompressible and ρ is constant in space and time, then the continuity equation simplifies
to∇·V = 0, in which case the velocity field is said to be divergence-free. A twice continuously
differentiable stream function ψ can be defined to parameterize all possible velocity fields

V =
(
−∂ψ

∂y
, ∂ψ
∂x

)
that exactly satisfy this divergence-free condition. Then a stream function

can be obtained from the vorticity by solving the Poisson equation

ω = ∆ψ (89)

provided the value of the stream function, or equivalently the normal velocity, along the
boundary of the domain, ∂D. Hence, Equations 87 and 89 can be solved to obtain the
vorticity field on D\∂D for time t ≥ 0, given an initial condition for the stream func-
tion, velocity, or vorticity field on D at t = 0. Note that the stream function defined here
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follows the meteorological convention, such that positive curvature or a depression in the
stream function, ∆ψ > 0, corresponds to positive vorticity. An alternative definition in
the applied math community, proposed by Lamb and Batchelor, switches the signs in the
stream function definition; for sign consistency the meteorological definition will be retained.

Observe that Equation (89) couples the the vorticity and stream functions, and conse-
quently couples a set of vorticity features to their Lagrangian paths. Moreover, this Poisson
equation is linear, so it also maps perturbations in vorticity features directly into perturba-
tions in their trajectory. Accumulated noise in nearby features mutually affects the tracks
they will follow. The inverse of of this argument says that in systems constrained by diagnos-
tic relationships such as Equation (89), studying spatial displacements in features provides
a way to correct the accumulated errors in their amplitude, which improves the subsequent
prediction of their future path. Over the last two decades, this intuition has driven studies
in the measurement and correction of displacements–which we will call displacement assim-
ilation–to improve the prediction of the dynamics of strong features such as thunderstorms
and large circulations in numerical weather prediction.

5.2 Generalized Vorticity Model

In models of physical processes with multiple scales or unobservable dimensions, the un-
resolvable or poorly known variables in the model are often generalized with probability
distributions. This turns a once deterministic equation into a stochastic process. Models of
large scale features must neglect the dynamics at smaller scales, and the consequent model
error is represented by a sequence of random or noisy perturbations. Likewise, uncertainties
in model parameters such as initial and boundary conditions are incorporated by represent-
ing these parameters with additional probability distributions, either assumed or taken from
the output of other models or previous iterations. The result can be called a generalized
model, whose solutions are realizations of the stochastic process defined by the probability
distributions in the model parameters.

A generalized model for the vorticity conservation law introduced in the prequel could
take the form 

∂t ω + V · ∇ω = δf ω : D × [0,∞)→ R
ω(z, 0) = ω0(z) + δω0(z)

∆ψ = ω ψ : D → R
∇ψ · ∂D = δb

(90)

where δf , δω0, and δb are perturbations in the forcing, initial condition, and boundary condi-
tion with known distributions. Note that the diagnostic relationship between the stream and
vorticity functions is exact by definition, so perturbations in these two variables are directly
related through this linear relationship. That is, the Eulerian pertrubations at every time
step are related. At the next time step, the stream function perturbation has generated noise
in the Lagrangian path of vorticity features and randomly changed their positions. Hence,
the forcing error term δf can generate random local changes in the intensity of features, as
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Figure 14: The noise regime of the model. A sample of 35 realizations of the vorticity model, with equal-
height (ω = .5) contours displayed. The position of the contours becomes homogenized throughout the domain,
and the contours are regular and have little variation in area. This shows the Gaussian random process driving
the vorticity model causes substantial variation in vortex position and relatively little amplitude error. Moreover,
the feature shape is maintained even though the noise breaks the area-preserving symmetry in the model.

well as nudges in the positions of nearby features.

The parameters of the model (Table 1) were designed to provide a system of spatially con-
tinuous features which experience significant position errors while retaining enough structure
to persist throughout the simulation. The initial condition is strongly imposed, and defined
as a system of co-rotating vortices. In Figure 14 two known (δω0 = 0) and initially identical
vorticity pulses are mutually advected in a bounded rectangular domain. The boundary con-
ditions also are strongly imposed, and enforce a zero-outflow condition (δb = 0) that serves
two purposes. The first is to ensure features cannot leave the domain, so that the complexity
of the tracking problem remains consistent over time and between independent realizations
of the model. The second is that it ensures the energy from the forcing errors cannot leave
the system, and increases the variance in vorticity over time. The forcing δf is the only
weak constraint, and is driven by independent Gaussian random functions in the velocity
variables with spatial decorrelation on the scale of the vortex features (≈ 0.25). This results
in low frequency perturbations that modulate the amplitude of each vortex while preserving
its geometry so that it can remain coherent throughout the simulation. The amplitude per-
turbations in the vortices disrupt the stream function governing their oscillation and alter
their spatial trajectories, which is what introduces position errors. Hence the forcing noice
places the system in a regime where position variance is the dominant form of model error,
and the noise correlation is on a scale that can maintain feature geometry and allow each
vortex independent amplitude perturbations. While this problem does not have the capacity
to test more complex baroclinic features, the constraints provide a focus on signals with
strong spatial structure and significant position uncertainties. Furthermore, each simulation
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Domain geometry D = [−1.25, 1.25]2

Domain discretization Nx = Ny = 64 (N = 4225)
Initial condition parameters: vortex centroids, x xc,1 = xc,2 = 0
Initial condition parameters: vortex centroids, y yc,1 = −yc,2 = 2/3

Initial condition parameters: vortex radii rs,1 = rs,2 = 1/3
Initial condition parameters: vortex amplitudes a1 = a2 = 1

Time integration interval t ∈ [0, 300]
Integration time step ∆t = 0.05

Model error pointwise standard deviation σV = 10−3

Model error decorrelation length rV = 0.707
Model error mode eigenvalue tolerance λ(QV ) ≥ 10−14

Model error boundary dampening width rb = .1

Table 1: Parameters of the generalized vorticity model. Includes those of the domain, initial condition,
numerical integration scheme, and model error values.

runs through a spectrum of position noise parameters since the position variance is designed
to increase over time.

5.3 Model and Experimental Design

In the generalized vorticity conservation model, for an exact initial vorticity condition
ω(z, 0) = ω0(z) for z ∈ D = [xL, xU ]× [yL, yU ], the vorticity trajectory ω : D × [0,∞) → R
is given by

∂ω

∂t
= −V · ∇ω +Bω(z) · ξ (91)

where V = (u, v) is the velocity vector field. Equation (91) is subject to zero-outflow bound-
ary condition ∇Ψ · ∂D = 0, where Ψ : D → R is the corresponding stream function. The
model error forcing term δf has been defined by a Gaussian random function with spatial
covariance factor Bω(z), and white noise process ξ ∼ N(0, Ir). Equation (91 is solved on
a uniform rectangular discretization of D with Nx and Ny subintervals in the {x, u} and
{y, v} dimensions, respectively, and the vorticity, velocity, and stream function grids are
aligned. Then the total dimensionality of the problem is N = (Nx + 1)(Ny + 1). This SDE
is integrated in time using the Heun method (explicit trapezoidal rule) for the deterministic
component, and the Euler method for the stochastic component. Each time the right-hand
side of Equation (91) is evaluated, the stream function is obtained by solving the Poisson
equation ∆Ψ = ω via a second-order central difference discretization of the Laplacian, and
the velocity components V = (−Ψy,Ψx) are computed using second-order centered difference
approximations of the derivatives.

The structure Bω and dimension r of the Gaussian random function driving the model
error are inherrited from assumptions regarding the variability of the velocity components.
Since vorticity is a derived state parameter, we make an effort to define a reasonable model
error based only on presumed covariance statistics in the observable state variables, i.e. the
velocity vector field components. The velocity components V = (u, v) are assumed mutually
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independent and spatially distributed with a squared-exponential correlation structure,

ku(z1, z2) = kv(z1, z2) = σ2
V exp

(
−r−2

V ‖z2 − z1‖2
2

)
(92)

where σ2
V and rV are the scale and shape parameters setting the pointwise variance and

decorrelation length of the model error kernels ku and kv. Let QV denote the Grammian
matrix corresponding to the evaluation of the kernels on the discretized domain D, and
compute its factorization QV = BVB

T
V , where rank(BV ) is sufficient to represent all numeri-

cally significant modes of the original covariance matrix. Each spatial mode of each velocity
component is then dampened to zero at the boundaries in the outflow directions, so that the
model perturbations are guaranteed consistent with the boundary conditions. Specifically,
another shape parameter rb is defined to scale the width of the transition region. Then the
following bump function is defined,[

1− exp

(
−|x− xL|

rb

)]
·
[
1− exp

(
−|x− xU |

rb

)]
(93)

which is unity in [xL + rb, xU − rb], and scales the u model noise modes. A similar bump
function in the y dimension is defined and applied to the v modes. With consistent velocity
perturbations, the vorticity perturbation modes can be computed from the definition ω =
∂xv − ∂yu,

δω = Bω · ξ =
[
∂Bv
∂x
−∂Bu

∂y

]
·
(
ξu ξv

)
(94)

where the derivatives are approximated by centered differences. Now the vorticity model
perturbations driving the SDE in Equation (91) follow a Gaussian random function with
spatial covariance Qω = BωB

T
ω . We should keep in mind that this covariance actually mea-

sures noise from velocity perturbations in a r = 2 ·rank(BV )-dimensional (observation) space
expressed in r/2-dimensional vorticity model space.

Eulerian measurements of vorticity are difficult to obtain accurately at a point, both due
to its dependents on gradients of observables, and also due to the ill-conditioned nature of the
subtraction of two quantities of the same order. The observing system of the present example
will assume only a sparse array of noisy Eulerian observations of velocity are available. Let
{(xd,j, yd,j)} for 1 ≤ j ≤ Nd denote the set of observed locations. We will take them to
be an approximately uniform (Nd,x + 1) × (Nd,y + 1) array on D, though for posing the
problem they can be scattered. For convenience, they will be a direct subset of the already
discretized coordinates on which the model is defined. The model space is still defined in
terms of vorticity. Let the true state of the vorticity field be denoted by ωt, and define the
linear velocity amplitude observation operator to be

ha(ω; {xd,j, yd,j}) =

[
−∂y∆−1ω ({xd,j, yd,j})
∂x∆

−1ω ({xd,j, yd,j})

]
(95)

Then the velocity observations are given by dV := (du, dv)
T = ha(ω

t)+εd, where εd ∼ N(0, R)
are the assumed independent and identically distributed normal observation errors, so that
R = τI2Nd . Anticipating the needs of the two-stage statistical model we have been developing
thusfar, we also need an observation operator for the kind of displacement maps posed in
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Equation (61), or rather the map parameters which index them. This is just the velocity
vector components at the observed locations for the image of the velocity function after a
coordinate transformation Z = Φ(z; a), for which we can write

hp(a;ω; {xd,j, yd,j}) = ha
[
ω ◦ Φ−1(·; a); {xd,j, yd,j}

]
(96)

Note that some continuous model for the vorticity function ω must be used to estimate the
velocity at mapped observation locations, for which the most accessible choice is the current
forecast ωf , although other choices may be possible.

At this point, the only detail left to be addressed before an analysis scheme can be pre-
sented regards the projection of forecast vorticity amplitude information into position coor-
dinates. Such a method already has been introduced in Equation (68). The new wrinkle here
is the imposition of boundary conditions, without which the transformation operator from
map parameters to vorticity values, Tωa, will not have full rank. This would precluding the
definition of its pseudoinverse Taω = T †ωa, which is the desired projection operator. In other
words, the space of displacement map parameters must be restricted to a dimension equal
to the degrees of freedom unconstrained by the boundary conditions. There are three sets
of conditions to be imposed on the coefficients of the map function Ψ(z; a) =

∑Nc
j=1 ajBj(z),

where Nc = (Nc,x + 3) · (Nc,y + 3) is the number of B-spline coefficients:

1. The Laplacian of the map function must be a fixed constant on ∂D, so we set ∆Ψ = 0
on these nodes

2. The tangent gradient of the map function must be zero on ∂D, so we set Ψy = 0 for
x ∈ {xL, xU}, and Ψx = 0 for y ∈ {yL, yU}.

3. The height of the map function must be fixed on ∂D, so we set Ψ(xL, yL) = 0.

The Laplacian condition is necessary since the zero-outflow boundary conditions make ∂D
an invariant set for the numerical model, and the map function Ψ essentially adds vorticity
to the model as a stream function perturbation. The tangent condition prevents the map
from moving vorticity mass out of the domain D where it is lost to the model. Since
the displacement map is defined by derivatives of the map function, any constant term
disappears. Constants typically are the first term of any basis for L2 function representations
on a compact domain, including bicubic splines, and the height condition removes this degree
of freedom. These linear conditions on the map parameters can be expressed by the linear
system

0 = W · a = (UWΣWV
T
W ) · a (97)

where the last equality factors the constraint matrix into its singular value decomposition. If
rW is the rank of the constraint matrix, then the columns of Vb, defined to be the last Nc−rW
columns of VW , are a basis for the null space of W . Now any set of boundary-constrained
map parameters can be represented by a = Vb · ab, and Tωab = TωaVb will have full rank.
Then the transformation operator from vorticity model space to boundary-constrained map
parameter space is given by

Taω = VbT
†
ωab

(98)
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Given a forecast covariance for the vorticity amplitude perturbations, P f
ω , then a forecast

displacement map parameter covariance, for perturbations subject to zero-outflow boundary
conditions, can be estimated from the projection Pa = TaωP

f
ωT

T
aω.

5.4 Two-stage Analysis Scheme

Consider a time sequence of velocity component observations {(tk, du,k, dv,k)} for k = 1, ..., Na,
which come from a system known to follow well a conservation of vorticity model ∂tω =
−V · ∇ω + δf , and model error δf given by a zero-mean Gaussian process, with zero time-
correlation and pertrubations which have covariance Qω per unit time, as described in the
previous section. Suppose the the initial condition ω(z, t) = ω0(z) is known, and further
suppose the nonlinearities in the system are not so strong as to invalidate the assumption
of Gaussian model statistics over the assimilation time intervals, although over this time
interval the mean track of the system may deviate signficantly from a linear model. Pro-
vided running several iterations of the model over each time step is not computationally
cost prohibitive, these conditions are appealing for an ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF). In
Chapter 1 we saw that changing the statistical model drastically changes the estimator or
analysis provided by the filter, including the scale and shape of the analysis error distribution
with respect to amplitude and position perturbations. In this section we will reintroduce
the EnKF on the standard statistical model, and use its performance for problems with
significant position errors to motivate a two-stage position-amplitude statistical model for
which standard tools predicated on some level of linearity, such as the EnKF, are much
better suited. The two-stage filter will be demonstrated in this section, while a comparison
of results for the two statistical models is reserved for the sequel. Hereafter, we will adopt
the notation and terminology regarding ensembles, matrix-valued norms, forecast, analysis,
estimators and the like from Chapters 2 and 3.

Recall the amplitude statistical model introduced in Equation (37), in which at each
assimilation time tk for 1 ≤ k ≤ Na we seek a model (vorticity) state analysis ω = ωa which
minimizes a likelihood functional that has been conditioned (or regularized) by a forecast
penalty term,

Ja[ω] =
1

2
‖dV − ha(ω; {zd,j})‖2

R−1 +
1

2

∥∥ω − ωf∥∥2

(P fω)
−1 (99)

Rather than propagating the statistics of the generalized vorticity model in Equation (91)
forward in time with moment equations, like in an extended Kalman filter, the EnKF prop-
agates these forward with ensemble discretizations of the forecast and analysis distributions.
Denote the analysis ensembles by Eak = {ωaj (z, tk)}, for 1 ≤ j ≤ Nens and 0 ≤ k ≤ Na,
initialized with the exact initial condition, ωj(z, t0) = ω0(z), for each ensemble member.
The goal of the EnKF is to compute these analysis ensembles by statistical interpolation
of forecast and observation ensembles at each analysis step. Each forecast ensemble Efk is
produced by integrating the generalized model over t ∈ (tk−1, tk], using the previous analysis
ensemble Eak−1 as an initial condition. Each forecast member becomes the estimate of the

forecast mean, ωf → ωfj (·, tk), in their own copy of Equation (99), with synthetic obser-
vations perturbed from original measurements, dV,k,j = dV,k + εd,j,k. Each εd,j,k ∼ N(0, R),
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simulating the spread of the same likelihood distribution. Each analysis ensemble is corre-
lated by taking the corresponding forecast covariance to be the sample covarinace from the
forecast ensemble,

P f
ω,k =

1

Nens − 1
Efk
(
Efk
)T

(100)

The EnKF estimates a Kalman gain matrix matrix, Kk, for the entire ensemble such that
the linear combination of the simulated forecast and observation ensembles,

Eak = Efk +Kk ·
[
dV,k − ha

(
Efk ; {zd,j}

)]
(101)

has minimal analysis variance (mean-squared error) when ha is linear and Nens→∞. This
“optimal” Kalman gain follows the standard formula, replacing the forecast covariance with
the sample covariance of the forecast ensemble,

Kk = P f
ω,kH

T
a,k

(
R +Ha,kPω,kH

T
a,k

)−1
(102)

where Ha,k = ∇ωha (ω; {zd,j}) at ω = Efk , the concatenation of linearizations of the vorticity
observation operator about each forecast ensemble member. Since the analysis ensembles
contain the analysis statistics, there is no need to construct a linear analysis covariance es-
timate, as we would if we were propagating the forecast statistics by integrating moment
equations. Also, we note per the discussion in Chapter 2 that the analysis ensemble update
in Equation (101) is rewritten so that the forecast ensemble covariance matrices P f

ω,k are
never explicitly computed.

The two-stage position-amplitude model essentially prefaces the amplitude analysis by
a position analysis that preconditions the forecast ensemble. The position statistical model
follows the amplitude model in Equation (99) in form, although the statistics of the dis-
placement map parameter distribution are regularized following the methods of Chapter 3,
Equations (80) and (81). At each analysis step, between the generation of a new forecast
ensemble and the assimilation of new observations, we seek a set of displacement parameters
a = aa which optimize the cost functional

Jp[a] =
1

2

∥∥dV − hp(a;ωf , {zd,j})
∥∥2

R−1 +
1

2

∥∥a− af∥∥2

(P fa,α)
−1 (103)

We note here a few key deviations from the usual EnKF definitions. There is no premise
for a forecast displacement map, so we take af = 0 for all ensemble members and at all
assimilation times. Consequently, the forecast map ensemble is collapsed, so we must obtain
a forecast map parameter covariance some other way. Fortunately, we defined in the previous
section the mapping Taω with which to project the forecast vorticity amplitude covariance.
This information is contained in the forecast vorticity ensemble, and as with the amplitude
analysis, to avoid explicitly constructing the forecast vorticity covariance, the forecast incre-
ments are first projected into the much lower dimensional map parameter space. Forming
the mean vorticity forecast ensemble Êf from concatenated copies of the ensemble sample
mean, then the forecast map parameter covariance can be written as

P f
a,k =

1

Nens − 1

[
Taω

(
Efk,m − Ê

f
k,m

)]
·
[
Taω

(
Efk,m − Ê

f
k,m

)]T
(104)
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and of course still is subject to regularization viz. Chapter 3 before it can be used in Equation
(103). The new index m will be defined momentarily. There is no need to define a forecast
map parameter ensemble, since it is 0 by construction. Let the analysis map parameter
ensemble be denoted by Ak,m = {aj,m(tk)}. Since the initial vorticity condition is known
exactly, A0 = 0. At each subsequent analysis time tk, the linear EnKF position analysis
update can be expressed as

Ak,m = 0 + Lk,α ·
[
dV,k − hp

(
0; Efk,m, {zd,j}

)]
= Lk ·

[
dV,k − ha

(
Efk,m; {zd,j}

)]
(105)

where the Kalman gain matrix Lk,α for the map parameter estimator depends on the strain
regularization parameters α, and is given by

Lk,α = Pa,α,kH
T
p,k

(
R +Hp,kPa,α,kH

T
p,k

)−1
(106)

where the linearization of the map parameter observation operator, Hp,k, must be taken with
respect to a and not ω. From the chain rule, the linearization about Ak,m = 0 is

Hp,k = ∇ahp

(
Ak,m; Efk,m, {zd,j}

)
(107)

= ∇a

[
Efk,m ◦ Φ−1(·;Ak,m)

]
(108)

= ∇zEfk,m · ∇aΦ
−1(·;Ak,m) (109)

Given the linearity and skew-symmetry of the stream function displacement map Φ defined
in Equation (61), then the gradient of the map about A = 0 is

∇aΦ
−1(·;A)

∣∣ (A = 0) = ∇aΦ(·;−A)| (A = 0) =

[
By(·)
−Bx(·)

]
(110)

regardless of the map parameters A, where we recall that B(·) are the basis functions of
the map function Ψ. The resulting map parameter analysis ensemble defines a new forecast
ensemble, presumably with less position error near observed features,

Efk,m+1 = Efk,m ◦ Φ−1 (·;Ak,m) (111)

where it is clear that m counts the number of times this position correction process is re-
peated, 1 ≤ m ≤M .

Several observations can be made regarding the position analysis algorithm before intro-
ducing results. One can look at this first stage as a preconditioner for the forecast ensemble.
If the statistics of the forecast distribution are represented by the ensemble, then condition-
ing the ensemble is a type of change of measure on the forecast distribution. In particular,
this transformation steers some forecast ensemble members closer to observations wherever
strong features are observed. Moreover, from the linearization of the position observation
operator in Equation (107), feature strength is encoded by the gradient of the model func-
tion, in this case vorticity. This is advantageous since the vorticity function simplifies the
representation of features like vorticies and fronts, so that their spatial extent and symmetry
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is easier to measure with sparse observations. The utility of iterating the linear filter follows
from the fact that the Kalman filter resembles a Newton iteration toward the variational
solution of the optimal interpolation problem in Chapter 2. With each new iteration, more
of the true amplitude uncertainty is revealed as the position error is reduced. This raises
the importance of regularization, so that successive iterates only result in smooth coordinate
deformations that can eventually converge on the true displacement map. The opportunity
to iterate the process brings to bear the dimensional reduction affected by the projection
operator Taω, which maps the vorticity forecast perturbations onto a parameter space where
Nc � N . For a local spline representation of the map function, each subdomain need only
be on the scale of the salient details in the model features, and not the model scale. In this
case, the computational cost of the preconditioning step is of lower order than the cost of
propagating the forecast ensemble.

5.5 Vortex Tracking Twin Experiment

The regularized position-amplitude filter was implemented and tested on the stochastically
forced barotropic vorticity equation in Equation (91), in a rectangular domain with zero-
outflow boundary conditions. The initial condition was unperturbed, and is composed of
two co-rotating vortices,

ω0(z) = a1 cos2
[π

2
r1(z)

]
+ a2 cos2

[π
2
r2(z)

]
(112)

where the rescaled radius rj(z) defines the support of each vortex, and is given by

rj(z) =
dj(z)

rs,j
χ{dj(z)≤rs,j}(z) (113)

and dj(z) =
[
(x− xc,j)2 + (y − yc,j)2]1/2, the squared distance from the vortex, center, and

χA(z) is the indicator function for all z ∈ A. The trajectory of one realization of the general-
ized model, including the initial condition, is provided in Figure 15, with one frame for each
assimilation time. The parameters of the generalized vorticity model were given previously
in Table 1.

A twin experiment was used to measure forecast and analysis errors by comparing the
vorticity trajectory predicted by the standard and two-stage EnKF to a truth which, like
the forecast ensembles, is simulated by the generalized vorticity model of Section 5.2. Ob-
servations of the entire truth are not permitted to be used with the filter, only a grid of
noisy velocity measurements that have been synthetically generated from the true vorticity
trajectory. The parameters of the twin experiment are collected in Table 2. The analysis
times were spaced far enough apart to begin to see performance differences between the
standard and two-stage EnKF. Constant-height contours at assimilation times are provided
in Figures 16 and 17 to illustrate the effectiveness of each EnKF in forecasting and tracking
the truth. The number of ensemble members was Nens = 5, and the particular experimental
run exemplified here was chosen to illustrate certain performance characteristics, and should
not be interpreted as an evaluation of either filter. A more general argument comparing the
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Position analysis iterations M = 3
Map parameter discretization Nc,x = Nc,y = 20 (Nc = 441)

Regularization parameters αn = αs = 50
Observation dimensions Nd,x = Nd,y = 20 (Nd = 441)

Observation error standard deviation τ = 10−3

Model error pointwise standard deviation σV = 10−3

Model error decorrelation length rV = 0.707
Model error mode eigenvalue tolerance λ(QV ) ≥ 10−14

Model error boundary dampening width rb = .1
Assimilation time step ∆ta = 30

Table 2: Parameters of the two-stage filter. Includes those for the model and observation noise, displacement
map, and strain regularization. These are common to all the twin experiments conducted in Chapter 5.

efficiency and accuracy of each filter is made in the following Section. The contours show
that the strain regularized displacement maps appear to generate tighter forecasts. The
contours of the two-stage analyses preserve the circular feature geometry of the truth with
much higher fidelity than the analyses provided by the standard filter. The loss of structure
may be due to the bias in forecast mean and inflation of forecast uncertainty that can arise
from a spatially dispersed set of predictions of the same strong feature, such as an ensemble
of realizations of the same vortex. Details supporting this claim will be presented in the next
Section. That most of the forecast displacement is corrected without these distortions in the
two-stage analyses is evidence that strain regularization is penalizing excessively tortuous
displacement maps.

In addition to the preservation of features, the performance of the standard and two-
stage EnKF will be evaluated and compared by quantifying the resulting distributions of
forecast error, εf := ωt − ωf , and analysis error, εa := ωt − ωa. The error bias, E [ε], in
the forecast and analysis of each filter is measured by comparing these to the true vorticity
function at each analysis time in the L2-norm. The error variance, Var(ε), is measured by
computing the sample variance of these errors over several repetitions of the twin experiment,
and measuring this variance in the L1-norm. These are taken to be functions on the entire
model domain, D, and not just the observed subset, Dd ⊂ D; since the model interpolates
the data, it is expected that the most accurate predictions will occur at observed locations.
When the domain is only sparsely observed, the errors measured on Dd are not indicative
of the accuracy of predictions made on all of D. Figure 18 gives the time sequences of
forecast and analysis error biases and variances for the standard and two-stage filters. More
specifically, these are the average error bias and variance statistics for the 16 repetitions
of the twin experiment with Nens = 5. The consistently increasing error statistics are due
to the fact that the boundary conditions do not permit energy to leave the system, as the
stochastic forcing in the vorticity model continually increases the model variance over time.
It was shown in Section 5.2 that the model variance is dominated by position errors in the
vortex positions, as opposed to amplitude errors. Likewise, the majority of forecast error
corrected is done through the position analysis. The standard filter does not define position
error directly, so it cannot remove as much of the forecast variance with each analysis step.
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Figure 15: The common vorticity truth trajectory used in all twin experiments. The array of observation
locations for each twin experiment is displaced as black “+s.” The initial condition parameters from Table 1 define
two positive vortices. Following the generalized model in Equation (91), with zero-outflow boundary conditions,
the two vortices process counter-clockwise, as in the sequence of panels. The stochastic forcing modulates the
rotational speed, separation distance, and centroid location. Compare with Figures and .
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Figure 16: Standard EnKF analysis of the true vortex positions in Figure 15, with Nens = 5. The forecast
(gray), analysis (black), and truth (blue/green) vortices are depicted by equal-height contours at ω = .5, so as
not to contour the underlying noise process. The overlapping analysis and truth contours show growing untracked
displacement error, as well as significant deformations in the total area and symmetry of the analysis contours.
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Figure 17: Two-stage EnKF analysis of the true vortex positions in Figure 15, with Nens = 5. The
forecast (gray), analysis (black), and truth (blue/green) vortices depict are depicted by equal-height contours at
ω = .5, so as not to contour the underlying noise process. The truth and analysis observations coincide throughout
the simulation, and little deformation or change in the total area of the contour can be observed. This indicates
that displacement correction is helping to maintain feature structure and reduce analysis error variance.
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Figure 18: Time sequences of assimilation error biases (top) and variances (bottom). These are averaged
over all Nens = 5 runs of the standard (right) and two-stage (left) EnKF. This averaging is intented to marginalize
the differences in observation and synthetic observation errors, and ensemble perturbations. Most of the forecast
bias is removed by the position analysis, with smaller gains from the subsequent model state analysis. This is
enough to significantly limit the rate of growth in forecast and analysis errors as compared with the standard
EnKF.

This is why the rate of growth of error bias and variance is faster with the standard EnKF
than for the EnKF with a position-correcting forecast preconditioner.
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Nens 5 10 20 40
Sample size 16 12 10 8

Table 3: Repetitions of twin experiment with stochastic vorticity model.

5.6 Comparison to Standard EnKF

The twin experiment of the previous section was repeated several times for several different
ensemble sizes, Nens (Table 3). Only the true vortex trajectory was held constant, which
facilitates a comparison of the performance of each EnKF version, while controlling for vari-
ations in observation noise and ensemble selection. In other words, for each experiment
repetition, the observation errors and synthetic observations, as well as the model pertur-
bations during ensemble integration, are driven by independent random processes. This
variation is marginalized by averaging the error bias and variance statistics of all trials with
a given ensemble size. Sensitivity to observation noise is not performed here. However, since
the model variance naturally increases with time, then an examination of the forecast and
analysis errors at different model times, t = 150 and 300, provides sensitivity information
with respect to changes in a model variance parameter.

To date, there is no strong convergence theorem for the ensemble Kalman filter on nonlin-
ear, non-Gaussian problems, so the asymptotic convergence of each filter must be confirmed
for each individual problem. Figure 19 provides numerical evidence that both the standard
and two-stage EnKF in fact do converge, although the modified version converges more
slowly. While the analysis bias error left by the standard EnKF decays with order approx-
imately 2/3 and is robust to changes in model variance, the analysis bias of the two-stage
EnKF is approximately half that, or order 1/3, and slows by half again to order 1/6 as model
variance increases.

The forecast error bias indicates the predictive accuracy of the filter. It need not decay
to zero, even if the analysis error does, since the accuracy of the prediction depends on more
than the initial condition. Hence, a meaningful convergence rate is difficult to define or
compute. However, a qualitative comparison of the forecast biases of the two filters shows
the two-stage filter is helping to improve predictive accuracy. The gains are nominal for
low model variance, but as it increases, the forecast bias of the standard EnKF increases
for smaller ensembles (Nens < 40), while the performance of the two-stage EnKF remains
stable. This means the relative accuracy of the predictions of the two-stage filter improves
over that of the standard filter as model error increases.

The forecast and analysis error variance measures the confidence one can have in the
state estimates provided by the filter, before and after, respectively, the assimilation of new
data. Measurements of the uncertainty in predictions are as important as the predictions
themselves, and in these terms the quantitative evidence in support of using a forecast posi-
tion preconditioner is positive (Figure 19. The analysis error variance of the standard EnKF
decays at a robust order 4/3, and again for smaller ensembles the modified EnKF is slower
to converge. However, for medium-sized ensembles and possibly larger, the modified filter
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Figure 19: Decay of forecast and analysis error biases, L2E [ε], with increasing ensemble size. The results
are given at two model times, t = 150 and t = 300, where the increase in model error variance with time simulates
a sensitivity analysis. (top panels) The analysis error bias trends toward strong convergence for both filters, but
at a slower rate for the two-stage filter. A smaller proportionality constant allows the two-stage filter to out-
perform the standard for smaller ensembles, and for ensembles exceeding approximately 30 members, the standard
EnKF better constrains analysis error bias. (bottom panels) The forecast error bias need not converge, even if the
analysis error bias does. For the ensemble sizes tested, the two-stage filter provides consistently better predictions,
though the results suggest this also may only be true for smaller ensembles. The performance distinction widens
as model error variance increases.
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t = 150 Nens 5 10 20 40
L1 forecast variance (standard) .064 .036 .023 .019
L1 forecast variance (two-stage) .043 .029 .021 .019
% variance reduction 33 19 9 0

t = 300 Nens 5 10 20 40
L1 forecast variance (standard) .133 .076 .045 .032
L1 forecast variance (two-stage) .053 .041 .031 .028
% variance reduction 60 46 31 12

Table 4: Percentage improvement in predictive power by using two-stage EnKF.

t = 150 Desired L1 forecast variance .02 .03 .04
Required Nens (standard) 35 14 9
Required Nens (two-stage) 30 9 6
% reduction in computation 14 36 33

t = 300 Desired L1 forecast variance .032 .04 .05
Required Nens (standard) 40 25 18
Required Nens (two-stage) 18 11 6
% reduction in computation 55 56 67

Table 5: Percentage computational savings by using two-stage EnKF.

appears to regain the convergence of the standard method, so that for all values tested, the
two-stage EnKF provides tighter analyses.

The two-stage EnKF also provides greater certainty in its state predictions, based on
an analysis of the improvements in forecast variance reduction (Figure 20). For the small-
to medium-sized ensembles tested, the forecast error variance from the modified filter was
equal to or reduced compared to that of the standard filter. As the ensemble size decreases,
the variance reduction increases up to 33% of the standard filter forecast error variance
(Table 4). The improvement in variance reduction is more pronounced as model variance
increases, in which the percentage decrease in forecast error variance ranges from 12% to
60% depending on the ensemble size. Another way of looking at this data is in terms of the
computational effort that is saved using the two-stage filter to achieve the a fixed level of
forecast error variance (Table 5). As the model variance increases, the percentage reduction
in the required ensemble size moves from approximately 30% to about 60%, for the forecast
variance values for which there was data pertaining to both filters. Either measured in terms
of forecast variance reduction or computational efficiency, the evidence demonstrates that
two-stage position-correcting filters can improve vortex tracking.

To conclude the discussion, recall the observation from the previous Section that standard
EnKF can introduce spurious oscillations in the vorticity function which disrupt vortex
symmetry, and reduce subsequent forecast accuracy (Figures 16 and 17). This phenomenon
may be related to biases in the forecast statistics that result from the spatial dispersion
of the vortex feature in the forecast ensemble. Consider a conceptual model of a vorticity
pulse, whose center and amplitude are perturbed from the deterministic prediction in order
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Figure 20: Decay of forecast and analysis error variance, L1Var(ε), with increasing ensemble size. The
results are given at two model times, t = 150 and t = 30, where the increase in model error variance with time
simulates a sensitivity analysis. The two-stage EnKF provides substantial and widening improvements in both the
analysis (top) and forecast (bottom) error variance, over that of the standard EnKF, as the model error increases.
The reduction in variance increases with smaller ensembles, and unlike the error bias, there is no clear change
in the performance leader at larger ensembles. The behavior at larger ensembles suggests the two-stage filter
converges with the performance of the standard filter. Then the two-stage method would be a safe choice to
improve forecast predictions, with attractive performance in undersampled conditions.
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to simulate amplitude and position perturbations in the forecast ensemble. The ensemble
forecast distribution is modeled by a family of Gaussian pulses,

f(z; z0, α, β) =
α

β
√

2π
exp

[
− 1

2β2
‖z − z0‖2

2

]
(114)

where the characteristic width parameter β = 1, the amplitude α ∼ N (1, (0.1)2), and the
center z0 ∼ N (0, σI2). Figure 21 shows how the statistics of the vorticity feature depend
on the severity of position uncertainty. As the variance of the vortex center increases, the
sample mean of the Eulerian height becomes is negatively biased, while the peak sample
variance increases and shifts location to lie above with largest deterministic gradient. Po-
sition perturbations propagate into the function height through the vorticity gradient, so
variance inflation is worst at steep feature slopes that often come from strong features. The
sparse observations become the more certain source of information in these regions, and the
continuous vortex structure only present in the model is devalued in the filter. The inflation
of forecast variance is a mechanism through which observations introduce sharp perturba-
tions wherever the model changes rapidly. Often this is desirable, if the fluctuations are due
to small oscillations in the model, but when the steep gradients are due to a larger structure
like a vortex feature, the corrections are errant. It is preferable that filters be designed to
make more intelligent corrections to preserve feature information, such as reducing forecast
variance through smooth positional realignment, as has been done here for the ensemble
Kalman filter.

5.7 Directions for Further Research

The efforts taken in the present study to develop and demonstrate feature-based variance re-
duction in filters for the barotropic vorticity equation constitutes a medium-scale application.
Some care was taken to carefully build statistically meaningful products like regularized dis-
placement map estimators which could be applied to other medium-to-large scale problems.
The most immediate directions in which to take this research is either toward applications in
larger and more complex systems such as multilayer quasi-geostrophic models which can rep-
resent strong features like baroclinic jets, or toward abstraction and small scale toy problems
in an effort to more rigorously and generally define the essential elements for feature-based
estimators.

In terms of larger-scale applications, several papers in the early 90s investigated the
applicability of the quasi-geostrophic beta plane approximation for modeling baroclinic phe-
nomena in the atmosphere [12, 13]. Baroclinic jets present strong gradients in model fields
that might present observable feature information for position and amplitude realignment
that may result in estimators with reduced variance. There are several significant chal-
lenges in such an endeavor, the first being that these multi-layer tortuous features can be
quite topologically complex, so the map observation operators may need to be modified
to look at more complex feature information than simply the local model gradient. Addi-
tional constraints would be necessary to propose maps that are appropriate displacements
of features on discrete layers, and a reasonable first step would be to modify the constraints
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Figure 21: Eulerian statistics of a simple Gaussian feature with amplitude errors, as position uncertainty
is increased. (lower-left) the peak intensity of the feature mean, and (lower-right) the feature variance at its
maximum and at the original peak location (0, 0), both with 95% confidence intervals; (upper-left) the negative
bias of the feature mean, and (upper-right) the inflation of forecast variance, which is worst where gradients in
the feature are largest.
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on local convergence and divergence in a two-layer model to preserve the mass conservation
equation. When the appropriate statistical model is found, and a reasonable space of “three-
dimensional” displacement maps is defined, the strain regularizations like those proposed in
the present work may be of use in producing smooth maps to focus a forecast ensemble.

On the other hand, the results in Chapters 1 and Chapter 4 provide interesting insights
into how features are observed in spatially continuous media, and the role the linearized
observation operator plays in bringing out definitions of feature information. The linearized
of the map parameter observation operator hp in Equation (107) is an inner-product quanti-
fying the alignment of model gradients with possible map perturbations. The filter compares
the strength of these options to the innovation vector when it decides on an optmal set of
map parameters. Therefore, the essential elements of feature-based data assimilation ap-
pear to be a measure of feature strength like the model gradient, and a bank of corrections
which a filter or optimization method can apply. A good question is whether we can show
improved prediction (reduced forecast variance) in a small data assimilation problem by fo-
cusing on just these elements, which would suggest a definition we could study to pose more
formal questions about feature-based filters. Classic, and very abstract, systems to which
we could apply this line of questioning is binary systems with some mechanism for chaotic
transitions, such as a double-well potential flow or the Lorenz-63 model. While the observa-
tion operator typically measures the model state directly, if alternatively a time-dependent
phase shift is proposed, its linearized observation operator will depend on some manner of
local time derivative. We have not yet considered a time-dependent definition of features,
but we intuitively picture the state transitions of these systems as sudden departures from
certain geometric subspaces like the bottom of potential wells or the planar subspaces of
each Lorenz attractor. It is worth investigating whether a multi-stage statistical model,
with a preconditioner reweighting the space amplitude perturbations corresponding to phase
changes, offers any performance advantages such as forecast variance reduction, which will
depend on whether the filter improves the detection of trajectories that result in transitions
between attractors.
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